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PREFACE 

ONE cannot have moved much in the world without hearing 
complaints, both from parents and young persons, about 

the amount of time and brain spent in the learning of 
languages, and the little profit derived from this outlay. 
These complaints, no doubt, arise partly from the want of 
judgment on the part of the parents, and the want of 
capacity and inclination on the part of their young hope- 
fuls : parents often acting thoughtlessly on the vulgar notion 
that far birds have fair feathers, and preferring what is 
foreign to what is native, and what lies at a great distance 
in time or space to what is near; and young persons 
being forced to submit themselves to a grammatical in- 
doctrination in which they feel no interest, and from which 
they derive no benefit. But it is no less true that these 
complaints are due in no small measure to false methods of 
linguistic training generally, or to some cherished prejudices 
in favour of certain languages on the part of the teachers; and 
it becomes therefore, at the present day, a matter of great 
practical importance to inquire how far our traditional 
methods of teaching languages are in conformity with the 
method of Nature in her great art of thought-utterance, and 
how far they may justly be called on to submit themselves to 
a revision and a reconstitution. We say at the present day 
emphatically, because it is quite evident that education, 

- following in the train of democratic reform, is one of the 
watchwords of the hour, to which every good citizen must 
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lend an obedient ear; and not only so, but circumstances 
have so changed since our schooling received its traditional 
form, that the wants which were satisfied by our school 
curriculum and school practice in the days of Milton and 
Locke now demand an altogether different treatment. In 
particular, the so-called learned languages, two hundred 
years ago the only medium of culture to an accomplished 
English gentleman, have now become the luxury of the 
leisurely, or the arsenal of the professional few, while 
other languages, such as German, not named in those days, 
are now sought after as the keys to the most valuable 
storehouses of all sorts of knowledge. Add to this that 
Great Britains which was then a secondary naval power, and 
following the French and the Spaniards slowly in the great 
world-transforming process of colonisation, is now mistress 
of a world-wide empire from the Ganges to Vancouver Isle, 
through which stretch she exercises a dominant influence, 
combining the political virtue of ancient Rome with the 
commercial activity of Carthage. In these circumstances 
it becomes the special duty of every British man to acquire 
a familiar knowledge of the languages of the various races 
with which he may be brought into political or commercial 
relations ; and, as languages after all are not valuable in 
themselves, but only as tools by which effective work in 
certain fields falls to be performed, we ought to see to it, 
both that we get the proper tools for doing the work, and 
that we learn to use them in such fashion as to work 
pleasantly and profitably ; and in this view it may be truly 
said that, while the wrong language in the wrong place is 
of no use at all, even the right language in the right place, 
when imperfectly learned, is a tool with which the best 
workman can do only bad work, and perhaps cut his own 
fingers in the process. 

As language is a function which belongs as much to 
every normal human creature as seeing or hearing, there can 
be no difficulty in finding out the method of Nature in its 
acquisition. We have to answer only two questions : first, 
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What are the factors of the process by which the human 
babe, from being capable merely of inarticulate cries, like 
any of the lower animals, is developed into an easy and 
graceful manipulator of articulate speech ? and again, How 
far, and in what respects, does this model require to be 
modified in order to enable the expert handlers of the 
mother tongue to use any second or third language with 
like expertness? That this cannot be a very difficult matter 
demands no far-sought induction to prove, as the fact lies 
before us; for from the Greeks in the South-East to the 
Highlanders in the North-West we find bilingual and 
trilingual peoples largely scattered over Europe. It is in 
fact as easy to learn two or three languages as to learn one, 
if only the learner be habitually submitted to the natural 
influences, and guided by the steps of a natural process. 

What then, in the first place, are the steps of the process 
which analysis presents as elevating the inarticulate babe 
to the significant-speaking boy or girl? There is (1) the 
direct connection of certain objects with certain sounds and — 
gestures ; (2) these objects are such as stand in the nearest 
relation to the learner, and are presented to him in an 
atmosphere of the most natural and most pleasant surround- 
ings ; (3) the imitative faculty, by which he appropriates the 
proper sounds, is encouraged and cherished by frequent 
repetition, till the original impression becomes permanently 
stamped into his soul, and, so to speak, jumps up spon- 
taneously with the object. Let us, in the next place, ask 
how far this child’s linguistic ladder is affected by the 
performer being an adult. Manifestly the difference lies 
only in one point, and that altogether in favour of the 
adult, viz. the application of a regulated system to the 
accidental sequences by which the child learns its mother 
tongue, easily indeed and pleasantly, but slowly ; for he 
learns not architecturally as a mason builds a house, but 
by the way, as one picks up a pebble on the shore or a 
daisy from the meadow ; whereas the adult, with his firm 
will and his reasonable purpose, wishing to learn a language 
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can submit himself to a reasonable and a calculated treat- 
ment ; and in so doing experience has shown that in favour- 
able circumstances, and under wise training, he can learn a 
foreign language more perfectly in six months than a child 
can do in as many years. Why then, you ask, is this not 
always done? Why does it seem such a difficult business 
to acquire a familiar knowledge of any foreign language, 
and why is so much brain and so much time spent so 
frequently on their acquisition with such scanty results ? 
The answer can be only one: because your teacher has 
ignored the method of Nature, and given you a bad substi- 
tute for it in his own devices; instead of speaking to you 
and making you respond, in direct connection of the old 
object with the new sound, and thus forming a living bond 
between the thinking soul, the perceptive sense, and the 
significant utterance, he sends you to a book, there to 
cram yourself with dead rules and lifeless formulas about the 
language, in the middle of which he ought to have planted 
you at the start. The evil results of this neglect of the 
living model of Nature are only too manifest. Books are 
useful, but they are only secondary; in all matters of 
observation and practical exercise they may form an apt 
accompaniment or a supplement, but they never can supplant 
the vital function of which they are only the dead record. 
No one learns dancing, or fencing, or golf, or lawn-tennis 
froma book. The evils caused by this unnatural delegation 
of the work of a living teacher to the formulas of a dead 
book are three: (1) The direct connection between the 
reasonable soul and the new articulate sign of the object 
is lost; the learner does not shake hands, so to speak, 
with the object, but he cumbers himself with the phrase- 
ology of his mother tongue, and instead of saying at once 
dds por aptov, give me bread, he must first ask what is the 
Greek for bread. In this way the new term remains a 
stranger to his thought, and he uses it uncomfortably, 
as when a man puts on a pair of shoes which have only 
an occasional acquaintance with his feet. (2) Then again, 
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when, after being sufficiently tortured with mere gram- 
matical forms, he acquires a certain vocabulary from the 
elementary reading books, the objects for which this 
vocabulary supplies the new names are seldom the objects 
with which he is familiarly surrounded and in which he 
has a living interest, but they relate to something Julius 
Cesar did in Gaul or Cicero said in Rome some 2000 
years ago, a region of strange sounds, in which the linguistic 
neophyte of this nineteenth century has no particular 
inclination to move, and to which his memory cannot ally 
itself with any feeling of kinship; and he easily forgets 
the word, because he does not care for the thing. But (3) 
even when he does care for the thing, the mere reading of 
a lesson every day does not in the least ensure that frequent 
repetition of a new vocable in connection with an object, 
on which the familiar knowledge of a language depends ; 
whereas, if the teacher had commenced by making his 
schoolroom an echo-chamber of daily repeated sounds in 
connection with interesting and familiar objects directly in 
the view of the learner or near to his daily life, familiarity 
with a new language, be it Greek or be it German, would 
come as naturally and as pleasantly to a clever lad of 
seventeen as the use of the mother tongue to a dainty 
girl or a rattling boy of seven. 

These things being so, and the method of Nature being 
so plain in the matter, we now ask what are the causes 
that have led so many of our teachers, even the most 
accomplished of their class, to neglect so infallible a guide, 
and to follow methods of linguistic inculcation equally 
unpleasant in the process and unprofitable in the result ? 
These causes, fortunately, are as patent as the consequences 
to which they have led. ‘The first cause is ignorance. 
In not a few of our educational institutions it is to be 
feared there are teachers—an over-worked and under-paid 
class—who are employed to teach languages of which they 
have only a very superficial knowledge and no firm hold. 
With persons of this class the whole process of linguistic 
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training amounts to this, ead your book, Get your lesson, and — 
I will hear you. Of a living appeal from the tongue of the © 
teacher and a living response from the tongue of the 
learner these gentlemen have no conception. They must 
do the most they can, confine themselves within page and 
chapter of a printed book, where they require no know- 
ledge beyond the marked limits of the lesson, and where 
the scantiness of their linguistic furniture and the feeble- 
ness of their linguistic vitality cannot be exposed. Let 
them pass. But what of the men of high accomplishment, 
exact scholarship, and fine taste: why should they scorn 
the practice which is the foundation of the rules, and the 
conversation which made great speeches and great poems 
before rules or schools were heard of? Simply because 
they have forgotten the lesson: taught in a well-known 
dialogue of Plato,' that the printed papers which we 
call books, useful for record, are rather prejudicial than 
profitable to the culture of memory; they have become 
the slaves of their tools, and defrauded the ear and the 
tongue of their natural rights in the field of significant 
speech by a wholesale transference of their functions to 
the eyes. The scholar, in their conception, is a reading 
animal, and without. books he is nowhere. Why then, 

they will argue, when our object is to read and to understand 
books, should we trouble ourselves with conversation? We 
do not learn Latin in order to talk with Cesar and Cicero, 
but to read their books; and in like manner we do not 
study German to drink beer and smoke pipes and sing 
songs with rollicking students in a kneipe, but to ponder 
with many-sided thought over the poems of Goethe or 
the speculations of Hegel. So be it. Let books and 
not living converse be the final end of the study of 
languages ; so they certainly are with the dead languages ; 
but even with regard to them it is quite certain that the 
familiarity and frequent repetition which are the special 
virtues of the conversational method both render the 

1 Phaedrus, 275 E. 
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mastery of books, as in the case of the mother tongue, 
more complete, and the hold of the printed signature at 
once more firm in the grasp and more easy in the 
approach. But some one will say, Does not speaking in 
a language imply thinking in it, and is not thinking in a 
foreign tongue one of the most difficult and rare attain- 
ments even with the most accomplished linguists? Not 
at all. The difficulty lies merely in starting from the 
wrong end and following the false direction thus given 
till it culminates in the persistency of a bad habit and 
the imagination of an impossibility. It is as easy to look 
the Sun in the face and say WY, SHEMISH, as to si SUN, 
and there is no more difficulty i in saying AaBov 7d oKdA- 
evOpov kive. TO wtp, than in saying, take the poker and stir 
the fire. In both cases the direct connection of thought, 
thing, and word is equally obvious, equally easy, and equally 
natural; only at the start the habit of thinking ex- 
clusively in the mother tongue must be broken. 

There is one other objection to the conversational 
method in the teaching of languages, viz. that it makes a 
man a parrot. Well, a parrot is an imitative animal, and 
so is a man, and so far must not be ashamed to own his 
kinship with the plumy prattler. But he is a parrot 
and something more; and this something more every 
sensible teacher will take into account. For myself, | 
have no preference for random talk: my contention is for 
regulated talk ; the talk first and the regulation afterwards, 
in the order of gradation so succinctly stated by Lord 
Bacon—speaking makes a ready man, reading makes a full 
man, writing makes an accurate man ;—all the three. But 
have your nails first before you pare them; this is the 
common sense of the matter. 

In conclusion, I have a word or two to say with regard 
to the occasion and the plan of this little book. In the 
first place, whatever may be said of Hebrew or Latin, 
Greek is a living language, and must be treated as such 
even by those who persist in the notion that, while the 
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method of living vocal appeal applies in its full extent to 
modern languages, it is certainly out of place in the treat- 
ment of the two ancient languages which justly claim the 
first place in the linguistic culture of our highest schools. 
The delusion that Greek is a dead language, springing as it 
does mainly out of our “insular ignorance,” as Professor 
Seeley calls it, and partly, I fear, our national insolence, 
will be dispelled in a moment by a glance at any current 
Greek newspaper ; as for instance the following paragraph, 
the first that met my eye, from the 2d November number 
of the Athenian “’AxpdroAis,” giving a short notice of the 
application of Koch’s remedy for consumption. 

NEA KAI ITEPIEPIA. 

‘H $0iors ev Pooola, 

ce 

H dvaxdAvypis TOU _peyadou Koy bide dpoppayy els TAS 
poroiKds epnpepidas va. eFeTdr wre Toco. eloly ot mdr X OVTES 
ek THS voroU Tabrys. "EK TOV 120,000,000 Tv KaToikwv 
tis Pwooias, dv troAdoyiocn Tis pdvov 5 ert Tols O)O TaayXoVTAS 
ek POicews, 6,000,000 pdvov Pacoor éxovor THY avayKnV TIS 

an la e > 
Oeparreias TOU TepikAeovs KaPnynTov. O apiOpds etve paAtcra 
> / > / 3 4 XN 3997 > X / év tovTos axpiBis. Ev Pwooia Kat idiws cis Ta PBoperdrepa 
2A VA € / / 4 an > abrns péepn 7» POiow Kdpver peylornv Opatow. Ev Ilerpov- 
, 4 5 “ 5 / “ / * las la lA 

TOE Ws EK THS GOALOTHTOS TOU KAipaTos Kal THS KaKHSs SiaiTyS 
/ 7 ~ 7 € / 7 “ TULEwV TIVWV THS KOWWwvias 7 POicis KaTaaTpEper Ppikwods. 

> rn lal 

Kv tais oikiats dropewakpvopevov TLVOV TVVOLKLOV, Eis OlKias 
> a / / Bb] \ € , 7 ‘s \ a eis @ orravins Sirevrdver axtls nAiov BA€res Tis veas Kal vEovS 
@Xpovs aiporrvovtas Kal éxel eis avyjAva Swpydtia avapevovTas 

‘ , / Avs Lh ‘\ > / 4 tov Odvarov. Medicare Svotvyeis’ 0 Kay epydterau dws 
dprdon amd Tas xelpas TOV Gavdrov dra avTa TA ExaToUpipLa 
Tov vTdp§ewv. 

Any person who can read classical Greek without a 
dictionary will have no difficulty in understanding this 
passage ; and, if he is familiar with the New Testament in 
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the original, he will find that some of the principal peculiar- 
ities which distinguish the Greek used by the living political 
and public men of Athens, so far from being corruptions, 
are no less distinctive features of the xow7) SudAexros of the 
Greeks now than they were in the days of the Apostle 
Paul and the Evangelist John. But this is not all. It 
requires only a superficial acquaintance with the most 
patent facts of Greek literature to know that some of the 
most popular and the most profound teachers of Greek 
wisdom—Plato, Aristophanes and Xenophon—use the con- 
versational style. The Greeks, in fact, were, as they are 
still, a lively and a talking people, and Socrates, their greatest 
name, cannot be better described than as a talking street 
preacher of reason and common sense. Well, then, on this 
double basis that Greek is a living language, and that the 
colloquial style is that in which its highest and best thoughts 
are expressed ; and knowing, moreover, by large experience, 
that the most effective way to get a firm grasp of any 
language is to begin by speaking it, some twenty years 
ago I published a small volume of Greek and English 
dialogues,! which I used in my class in as far as it was 
possible to do so in such a multitudinous huddlement of 
untrained lads as the Scottish Universities, contrary to the 
practice of all educated nations, admit into the junior 
classes of the Faculty of Arts. The little book came to a 
second edition; but that it was in anywise generally used 
by classical teachers I have no reason to believe, partly 
because, of all classes of men, teachers are the most closely 
wedded to old bookish habits, and partly because Scotland 
is not a country to which the world, governed as it is 
by authority and by names, would look for anything 
worthy of imitation in the Greek line: “Can any good thing 
come out of Nazareth?” This, as the world goes, was quite 
legitimate, and gave me no concern. But since that time, 
as a natural consequence of the great educational movement 

1 Greck and English Dialogues for the use of Schools and Colleges. 
London: Macmillan, 1871. 
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of the age, some very distinct voices have come to my 
ear, to the effect that there is something radically wrong 
in our way of dealing with languages, and that the method 
of teaching by rules and grammar mainly can no longer be 
tolerated. I therefore felt it my duty to appeal a second 
time to the public and to teachers on this important 

matter, the more so that my little book stood too far 
apart from the educational attitude of the teachers, and, 
if it was to find its way into general school use, required 
a more elementary book as an introduction. This ele- 
mentary book I now send forth under the title of a Greek 
Primer, Colloquial and Constructive, indicating by this title 
that the lessons in talking go hand in hand with the 
grammatical forms naturally educed from them, each lesson 
being regulated talk, according to a natural progression 
from the more simple to the more complex forms in 
ordinary use. ‘This progressive incorporation of the 
grammar is the feature which distinguishes the lessons of 
this introductory book from the dialogues in its pre- 
decessor ; and the necessity of having constant reference 
to grammatical forms prevented me from giving that unity 
of subject to the dialogue as dialogue which belonged to 
the previous volume. 

I have only further to state, with regard to the use 
of this little primer in the hands of a teacher, that I 
have no desire that he should bind himself slavishly to the 
text. The scraps of talk that are given under each 
lesson are meant to lend him a helping hand in the 
use of a new organ; and, to enable both teacher and 
learner to furnish themselves with a living vocabulary 
of Greek words in direct connection with their daily 
surroundings, I have added an alphabetical list of the 
names of the most familiar objects that belong to the 
field of life in town or country where the learner may 
happen to be. When the young Hellenist has stamped 
its Greek designation directly on every object that meets 
his eyes, and connected it with some single verb that 
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belongs to its significance in familiar life, 1 would then 
suggest that the teacher, besides the daily repetition of 
certain forms of common conversation, should give a 
vivd voce description of pictures hung on the wall two 
or three times a week, which the learner shall be called on 
to repeat without any written notes; the principle of the 
method being always to maintain the direct action of the 
mind on the object, through the instrumentality of the 
new sound, without the intervention of the mother tongue. 
As to when, and how far, and in what kind the usual 
furniture of elementary books of grammar, reading, and 
exercises should go parallel with colloquial practice, 
this I leave altogether in the hands of the practised 
teacher, being well assured that easy reading and accurate 
writing, so far from being inconsistent with, are the natural 
blossom and the ripe fruit of the root of living utterance 
from which I start. 

One other matter requires special notice—a matter not 
necessarily connected with the colloquial method, but 
which may be wisely used as a help. To each lesson I 
have appended a short list of English words, either by 
family affinity, or by direct borrowing, or by indirect 
borrowing through the Latin, radically identical with the 
Greek. The habit of identifying such words under an 
English disguise will perform the double function of 
facilitating memory and giving a lesson on the trans- 
mutation of sounds and meaning, the tracing of which 
gives so peculiar a charm to comparative philology. In 
Appendix I. I have added some of the principles on 
which these transmutations depend, so far as they are 
suggested by the words used in the text. 

But what of the pronunciation? After what has been 
shown of the living continuity of the Greek tongue, from 
Byzantium downwards to the present day, there cannot be 
the slightest doubt that Greek orthoepy should be treated 
in the same fashion that the orthoepy of French, German, 
or any other living tongue is treated. The pronunciation 
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is ruled by the practice of the present, not by philological 
facts or fancies as to the pronunciation of the past. No 
doubt, as Heraclitus says, révra pet, all things flow; as in 
the universe, so in language, there is no fixation—there 
is always change. But the changes which take place in 
living languages, like English or Greek, are of a very 
different kind from those which take place when a language 
like Latin becomes dead, and rises to a new life in the form 
of such specific varieties as Spanish, Italian, and Portuguese. 
They are of the nature of a normal growth, and are at all 
events only exaggerations or expansions of a native ten- 
dency. ‘To such exaggerations every spoken language is 
subject, and few more than our insular English, as any one 
may see who will compare the accentuation of English in 
the time of Chaucer with the orthoepy of the present hour. 
But in respect of accents at least Greek has been far more 
conservative than English, so much so indeed that the 
accentual marks placed on Greek words by the Alexandrian 
grammarians two hundred and fifty years before Christ, in 
the practice of the Greek Church and the Greek people 
still indicate the same dominance of voice on the accented 
syllable that the Athenian ear recognised as classic in 
the orations of Demosthenes and the apostolic eloquence of 
St. Paul. ‘There can therefore be no greater barbarism than 
to disown this legitimate music of Greek speech, as is done 
both in England and Scotland, when we pronounce dyads 6 ~ 
Oeds, like Latin or English, dyaOos 6 @é05; not to mention 
the staring absurdity and loss of brain implied in the 
practice of the great English schools of first pronouncing 
the word with a false accentuation, and then stultifying the 
daily practice of the ear by learning a rule to say where 
the accent ought to have been placed! Nothing could 
more distinctly show the falseness of our habit of flinging 
the burden of learning languages on formulas of the under- 
standing and leaving the living organ of linguistic practice 
altogether out of account. Therefore, by all means, either 
drop the accents out of the grammar, or use them when- 
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ever you give the written word voice in the air. As to 
the quantity of the vowels, which is the stumbling block 
with most English scholars, we have no lack of words, even 
in our own unmusical English, such as ldndholder, in which, 
as in the Greek dvOpwros, the ante-penultimate has the 
rising inflexion, while the penult is long; and if the 
modern Greeks pronounce avOpwros as if written dvOporos, 
that is only a natural curtailment of the unaccented syllable 
which lies in the nature of human speech, and will be 
found exemplified more or less in all languages. As to 
the vocal value of the separate vowels and consonants, this, 
no doubt, is a point in some cases of considerable difficulty ; 
but it is quite certain that a, both in Latin and Greek, has 
the broad sound as in Italian and Scotch, not the sound of 
the English in pdient, that « is the most slender of the 
vowel sounds, not the broad semi-diphthongal sound of 
the English in prime or sigh, that ov has the soft sound 
of 00 in boom, not the bow-wow sound of ow as in howl; also 
that av in all probability was pronounced as in the English 
vain, not as in the German Kaiser. Qn the whole matter 
of pronunciation, however, the English scholar should bear 
in mind that the poetry of the ancients was composed on 
musical principles, with a strict regard to the quantitative 
value of the vowel on which the rhythmical accent fell, a 
practice which necessarily caused the spoken accent to be 
dropped in verse, or very much subordinated ; and again, 
if his ear should happen to be very much offended by the 
predominance of the slender sound of « in the familiar 
todvproic Boo Oarddoons of Homer, there is no reason 
why he should not adopt a special vocalisation for the 
reading of the Greek poets, just as we in our reading of 
Chaucer must constantly gput a final accent on words 
that, if applied to the spoken tongue, would render the 
speaker either ridiculous or unintelligible. But in what- 
ever fashion the teacher of Greek in this country may 
choose to settle this delicate point, the matter of pro- 
nunciation has nothing radically to do with the great 
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principle of linguistic practice which this little book in- 
culcates. To start with the practice of speaking will 
facilitate the acquisition of a new language under any 
system of pronunciation ; only this must distinctly be said, 
that the scholar who has learned to read Greek with a 
vocalisation and an accentuation invented by himself for 
himself has deliberately cut himself off from all intelligible 
communion with the people whose literary tradition he 
values so highly, and with whom to maintain a familiar 
intercourse, both in a political and a literary point of view, 
should be no secondary consideration with the wise. | 

In conclusion, I have great pleasure in returning thanks 
to the learned Hellenists who kindly undertook the task 
of revising the proofs of this little work as they came 
from the press, viz. Mr. Hardie, Balliol College, Oxford ; 
Principal Geddes, Aberdeen; Principal Donaldson, St. 
Andrews ; and Mr. Gardiner, Edinburgh Academy ; and 
if I have not in every instance taken advantage of their 
suggestions, it is because on principle I have no sympathy 
with the nice sensibility which refuses the stamp of 
classicality to all forms -and idioms unsanctioned by the 
usage of Attic writers, preferring to float my skiff freely 
on the great Catholic Greek of all ages, from Plato to 
Polybius, from Polybius to Chrysostom, and from Chryso- 
stom to Thereianos and Paspati. 

EDINBURGH, April 1891. 
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NOTES 

A is always the broad a (=ah) of all European languages, and never 
softened down to the English @, as heard in patent, nation. 

. B in the spoken Greek of the present day is softened down to the 
cognate v, exactly as in Gaelic b with the 2 appended becomes », 
as ban, fair, with h, bhan=van. 

I’, when followed by the broad vowels a and 0, is pronounced hard as 
¥ in English and Gaelic; but when followed by soft vowels the 

Greeks now give it the sound of the English y in yes, yellow— 
yédws, yépwv,—just as in German the g in the third syllable of 
Gottingen is so softened down as almost to disappear.t This 
euphonic action of a weak vowel upon a strong consonant 
preceding is natural and found in most languages; exactly as 
the Italians in their soft dialect of Latin have changed Kexépwv 

into Chichero, ch being pronounced as in the English church. 
Before x, y, x and &, the letter y has the sound of m, as in 

dyyenos, in Latin angelus, English angel. 
-~ A, or D, is in like manner softened into ¢i as in the English mother ; 

thus dév not, from ovdév, pronounced ov6év. 
E is our-short e, as in get ; never long @. 

.H, or #ra, was in ancient times always a long @, English @ as in gate ; 
now it is always ¢e as in seem or theme. 

9 is the English th, as in mouth, south. 
>I is always the slender English ee, either short as in peep or long as 

in scéne. 
= is ks, gs, contracted into 2. 
Y, from which our y came, was in ancient times identical with the 
? delicate i, we, of the Germans, halfway between ov =o00 and ee, into 

which in the living language it is always softened, exactly as in 
some parts of Germany Briider is pronounced Brééder. 

X is an aspirated &, but pronounced like milch in German or loch in 
Scotch, which the English, who do not possess this beautiful soft 
guttural, generally sharpen into a &, as in lake. 

Q, omega, as the name indicates, is simply a long 0, as in 7@dos, a foal. 
For the English # the Greeks used a simple mark of aspiration 

turned to the right thus, iepés sacred, pronounced hee-er-ds, while the 

1 See Zampolides’s Modern Greek. London, Williams and Norgate, 1887. 
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same mark turned to the left, as in épws, simply signifies the absence 
of the. Whether this spiritus lenis, as it is called, was put on the 
initial vowel to indicate the presence of an- original % which had 
vanished, I cannot say ; but one can readily fancy that if the Cockney 
fashion of calling Highgate Jgate were to become general, every such 
curtailed word might receive a mark thus, ’igate, as the survival of a 
lost breathing. 

Besides the vowels in the alphabet we find in Greek, as in other 
languages, compound vowel sounds called diphthongs. They are seven 
—dal, €l, ol, av, ut, ev, and ov. ‘Their ancient pronunciation is very 
difficult to expiscate, and in them we note the partiality of the Greeks 
for the slender sound of ee, called by a Latin writer gracilitas, and by 
modern scholars ztacism. This tendency has wiped off the diphthongal 
character altogether from o, w, and e, which are all pronounced 
like a single 1, English ee. To balance this, a becomes the English 
at, as in vain; ov retains its full soft roundness as in gloom ; while in 
av and ev in the living Greek the uv has assumed a consonantal value 
and become v, from which usage the evayyéduov of the Gospels has 
become the evangelium of the Latin Church, and the evangel of English ; 
so atdés, a flute, is pronounced avidss, and this v is aspirated into 
the kindred 7, when the following consonant is x, 7, 7, 0, x, & o, or ¥, 
as in avrés, aftos, evéewos, efxeinos. That the ancients, at least in 
poetry, did not do this is evident from the full diphthongal value of a 
long sound given to the ed in evayyjs and such-like words by the 
dramatic writers. 
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ACCENTUATION AND QUANTITY 

In respect of accentuation the Greek language has the 
advantage above most others that, while in Latin, English, 
or German the proper intonation of a word in doubtful 
cases can only be known by an appeal to a dictionary or 
to an authoritative speaker, in Greek every word in a 
book, as it stands before the eye, exhibits and perpetuates 
the tonic relation of the syllables to one another. The 
student has but to observe the rise or fall of the syllables 
on his page as he would do the notes in a piece of music, 
and he cannot go wrong. Only a few characteristic points 
require to be laid down to make the principle on which 
the practice depends intelligible. 

The word accent, taken from the Latin grammarians, 
evidently signifies a certain music of speech, a singing to 
or with (ad and cano) an articulate word; while the 
expression used by the Greek grammarians, tévos from reéva, 

‘indicates a stretch, stress, or intension of the voice on the 
syllable so affected. ‘Taking these two elements together 
we see that a Greek word, say xadds, beautiful, with 
the mark of the acute accent on the last syllable—hence 
called oxytone, from 6£vs, sharp—is pronounced with an 
elevation of the voice, which brings along with it a 
dominance of the syllable on which it stands above the 
other syllables with which it is connected. It stands to 
reason that after such a dominance given to one syllable 
the voice, if there be a subsequent syllable, will fall ; and 
SO, as in zpaypdrov, the final syllable will be pronounced 
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in a lower tone which is called grave. In the general use 
this lower-toned syllable requires no special mark, being 
sufficiently indicated by its necessary subservience to the 
accented syllable ; with the Greeks, however, it seems to 
have been the practice to pronounce an oxytone word, 
when it occurs in the middle of a sentence, in a lower 
tone than at the end, and so the word xaAds in the middle 
of a sentence, as in kad) wapGévos, is marked with a grave 
accent from left.to right instead of from right to left ; but 
this, though it lowers the tone, does not affect the domi- 
nance of the syllable. -It is just as if in music the same 
note, with the same rhythmical dominance, were sung an 
octave lower. Practically, the learner need not concern 
himself curiously about the matter. 

It is a rule, both in Greek and Latin, that no word 
can be accented farther back than the third syllable from 
the end, the antepenultimate, the favourite accent of the 
English language. But, while this rule, in a musical point 
of view, preserves the language from such a rattle of 
insignificant sounds as in ldmentable, mtlitary, and not a 
few other quadrisyllables in our unmusical English tongue, 
it manifestly requires a correction from the side of penul- 
timate and oxytone accentuation to achieve the just 
balance of the music of speech. In this respect Greek 
is decidedly superior to both Latin and English ; for, while 
Latin rejects the sonorous cadence of the accent on the 
last syllable altogether, English uses it only in some verbs, 
remnants of the past participle of Latin verbs, as in rejéct, 
suppose, accépt, and such-like; and in the case of the 
penult the fine swelling cadence of the Greek words, in 
which the acute accent of the penult is followed by a 
final long syllable, altogether fails, as in zpayydérwv, which 
an Englishman, following his English ear, will pronounce 
not only rpdéypatwv but rpdyparov, as if w were o. The 

student, therefore, will carefully train his ear to give all 
oxytone words their full value, and never to say dyafos 6 
Oéos instead of dyaBos 6 Beds, or KéAos 6 dnp for Kadrds 6 dvijp. 
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By the quantity of a word we mean the comparative 

duration of the sound, exactly as in music a F is related to 
a &; and in Greek the accentuation stands in a very 
marked relation to the quantity of the syllables, which in 
practice asserts itself prominently as follows :— 

(1) It is an invariable condition of the antepenultimate 
accent that the last syllable be short, as in dvOpwros, a 
man; and in consequence, 

(2) If in the course of flexion a word with an ante- 
penultimate accent takes a long final vowel, as in the 
genitive and dative singular of the second declension, the 
accent of the first syllable is advanced to the penult, as in 
avOparov. 

(3) The converse takes place in verbs, where the 
accent is naturally on the root, as in Aéyw, of which the 
imperfect is €Aeyov; but in the aor. mid. indic., while the 
third person is éAé£aro, the first person is not éAécEapnv, but 
eXeEdpnv. | 

A long syllable of course, as in rpodyrns, may have an 
acute accent on a long vowel with the same right as a 
short syllable; but there are many long syllables in 
Greek which are marked neither with an acute nor a 
erave but with a circumflex, which is a_ prolonged 
accent compounded of a rise and a fall marked thus A, 
or for greater ease, ~. These words are generally com- 
pounds of which the elements are quite plain, as in ¢iAotor 
for ¢iAgovor, Tynooe for tywdovor; in other words, as in 

copa, a body, or the genitive plural of the first declension, 
as moAitov, and some others, the single elements from 
which the complex tone arose were either historically 
known to the grammarians or legitimately assumed. At 
all events, every syllable in Greek with a circumflex accent 
is practically treated as if it had two accents; copa as if 
it were oddpua, xpoua as ypddpa, mpayya as if it were 
mpdaypa,and soon. It follows from this, and the principle 
that no word can be accented farther back than the ante- 
penultimate, that, if in the course of flexion a word with 
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a circumflex on the penult receives an additional syllable 
so as to become, in accentual value, a quadrisyllable, the 
accent must be advanced ; thus from tipopa,1I am honoured, 
we can say tyuacGe in the second person plural, but we 
cannot say Tiyudpefa, so must say tiudpcOa. The change 
of accentual marking in this instance is of no practical value 
to the student, but in the case of enclitics, of which we 
shall now speak, it affects the ear most decidedly. 

Enclitics are small words, which, so to speak, have not 
force enough to stand on their own legs, but lean (éyxA iva) 
on the weightier word that precedes them for support, and 
become absorbed in it; just as in English we say don’t for 
do not, and in Italian dimmi for the Latin dic mihi. These 
enclitics are zo’, woré, ye, and a few others, the oblique 
cases of the personal pronouns, the indefinite pronoun Tis, 
and the verbs eiui, J am, dnpi, I say, except in the second 
person singular. ‘The effect of their being thus taken up 
by the previous word and forming a new whole must, in 
not a few cases, materially affect the position of the accent ; 
for, while in xaAds tis, a certain good-looking fellow, there is 
no change in the intonation of xaAds to the ear, the moment 
I say xdAXworos tis, I either violate the rule which forbids 
the accent on the fourth syllable from the end, or I keep 
to the rule and say kéAXwords tis. In the same way when 
I say 6 diaBoXos, the devil, simply, I preserve the antepenulti- 
mate accent with full effect in its natural place; but if I 
apply the reproachful term to a special person, and say, as 
in John vi. 70, e€ ipor eis Sud odds eorev, one of you is a devil, 
I immediately, to give the eor.v something to lean on, must 
make the diéBoros oxytone. Similarly, I cannot write 
mvevpa. eoriv, Which in accentual value would be a compound 
word of five syllables, but I must say rvedud éeore (John vi. 
63), when the last syllable of the supporting word with the 
two syllables of the enclitic become accentually a new word 
of three syllables with a legitimate antepenultimate accent. 

1 Final ac and o: for accentual purposes are pronounced short in the 
terminal flexions of nouns and verbs—réruupat, dvOpwiro, Tpdmefat. 
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If the position of the accent, a point often not a little 
troublesome even to natives in the orthoepy of their own 
language, has been relieved of all practical difficulty by the 
curious prevision of the Alexandrian elders, the quantity 
is even more simple. With the double aid of the two 
separate signs for long vowels, 7 and w, and the quantity 
of the final vowel as determined by its relation to the 
previous accented syllables, the only difficulty that remains 
is obviated by the mark — over the long vowels, and the 
vu over the short ones found in all good dictionaries. In 
the present little work it will be sufficient to mark the long 
vowel where it occurs in doubtful cases, and leave the 
short ones to be understood as short from the absence of 
the long mark. But the real difficulty that prevents both 
accent and quantity from being easily acquired by English 
scholars is the negligent practice of transferring Latin or 
‘English habits of accentuation to Greek words, as when 
eds is pronounced like Déus, and Swxpdrns as Sécrates, and 
again the supposition that the accent cannot be put on a 
syllable without making it long, or removed without mak- 
ing it short. Let only the honest attempt be made to 
pronounce dvOpwros, not as anthrodpos, but as in ldndhdlder, 
cérndéaler, and other such words, and the a in Zwxpérns, not 
like a in claw or maw, but like the a in lattice and scatter, and 
the difficulty will vanish like the gleam of a mirage before 
the firm foot and the cool eye of the traveller. 



LESSON IL—NOUNS 

NOMINATIVE AND OBJECTIVE CASE 

FIRST AND SECOND DECLENSION . 

VERBS 

THREE PERSONS SINGULAR, PRESENT INDICATIVE 

A NOUN is the name of.a thing or person, a verb signifies 
an action, an adjective a quality as good or bad belonging 
toa noun. The nominative case is the person who is or 
may be doing what the verb means ; the objective case is 
the thing or person to which or towards which the action 
of the verb tends. The verb to be, denoting simple 
existence, not action, of course is followed by the nomina- 
tive, not the objective case. 

Nouns are masculine, feminine, or neuter. 

Masculines generally end in os. 
Feminines in 7 or a, a few in os—d6dds, a way, 

BiBXos, a book, wapbéevos, a maiden. 
Neuters in ov. 

The objective case ends in v, the v being added to the 
termination of feminines, and substituted for the gs in 
masculines. In neuters the nominative and objective are 
the same. Adjectives follow the same rule. 
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Verbs: first person ends in a, second in sg, and third 
in ev Or a, aS— 

6p, Spas, dpa, I see, thou seest, he sees, 
aKkovw, axoves, axover, I hear, etc. 

So— 
Javpatw, I wonder. 
pico, I hate. 

duro, I love. 
exo, I have. 

USEFUL IMPERATIVES 

épe, bring. 

dds, give. 
idov, behold / here / 

The article the is declined masculine, feminine, and 
neuter like the nouns, thus— 

O y TO 

TOV THY TO 

It never has a in the feminine. 

The verb #o be, eiui, has second person ¢é, third ecvi, 
or before a vowel éoriv, and in plural éopev, eoré, ivi. 

The pronouns of the first and second persons are— 

ey JOD, €LOU pot, €oi Je, Efe 
i of me to me me 

ov cov col we 
thow of thee to thee thee 

Aapmpdos errs 6 HALos, the sun is bright. 
kal KaAd7 7 Apepa, and the day beautiful. 
Spas tov HAvov ; do you see the sun ? 
dpo vedeAny, [ seea cloud. 
vepeAny orvyviy 6po, I see a dark cloud. 
dpas Tov Karvdv ; do you see the smoke ? 

2 
rr 

FA 
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pas Tov ovpavov Tov Kvavoov ; do you see the blue sky ? 
akovets TOU totapov ; do you hear the river ? 
aKxovers THS Bpovrns ; do you hear the thunder ? 
Oavpdlers to Sévdpov r6de TO bYyAdv ; do you-admire this 

tall tree ? 
Oarpdde kat pita YS I admire it extremely. 
opgs TO pddov TovTo Td Kaddv ; do you see this beautiful rose ? 
kat TO Neipiov TO Aev«dv ; and the white lily ? 
kal THY Toav THY xAwpav ; and the green grass ? 
KaAds eativ 6 Knros, the garden is beautiful. 
Kat codos 6 KyToupds, and the gardener wise. 
opo axavOay, I see a thistle. 
kixov, Kaxov, bad, bad / 

aisx pov, aioypov, ugly, ugly / 
pice tH Kaxnv aKxavOav, I hate the ugly thistle. - 
PtrAX@ 76 pddov 7d Kaddv, I love the lovely rose. 
piceis THY axadndnv ; do you hate the nettle ? 
parwra, certainly. 
oodpds eorw 6 avepos, the wind is strong. 
giro tiv oxdv, I love the shade. 
kat thy oKernv, and the shelter. 

héepe THY Tpame(av, bring the table. 
ToveTt 6 TéeTacos 6 euds, Where is my hat ? 
dds pot Tov weracov, give me the hat. 
gir@ ridov eyo, I love a cap. 

Kivet TO TOP, OF THy erxdpay, stir the fire. 
dds prot 76 oKdAevOpov, give me the poker. 
exers Tupdypav ; have you tongs ? 
dod, there. 
opgs To Katomtpov ; do you see the mirror ? 
exets edpav ; have you a seat ? 
Exers Urrordduov ; have you a footstool ? 
exeis KAivnv ; have you a sofa? 
Sds por tHv Paxrnpiav, give me my stick. 
TO Tawdlov Te Tis exre; Who is this little boy ? 
6 ddeAdds 6 ends, my brother. 
cote cor adeAdy ; have you a sister ? 
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puro Seinvoy, Love dinner. 
exeLs dprov Kat Potrvpov 5 s have you bread an 
KaAov 70 dpyvpovy TorHp.ov TovTo, this silver cu 
épe TO kaAdapdprov, bring the inkstand. 
Ad Be, take it. mee 
ody 6p® Kadapov, I do not seea pen. ie gy 
idov, here. ~~ 
x dp EXO, thanks. 

bos juou Xeupopakr pov, give me a napkin. 
ETL O€ TOU oda wvos, and some soup. 

idov Tamwva TOV TOD Tleapoiov, here it is, Pears’ soa 
Ociov mavu xpnua ToD KafaprTiKod, O splendid cleansen 
vov 8) AevKat pou at xelpes Gorep % xiov. “Epfwoo, 

now my hands are white as snow. Farewell. 

Le 

autiful. 

ENGLISH AFFINITIES 

Panorama. Lamp. Heliotrope. Calisthenics. Epheme 
Urania. Acoustics. Thaumaturgy. Rose. Lily. Chlorin 

Sophist. Cacophony. Misanthrope. Democrat. Animation, 
Philanthropy. Fire. Optics. Ophthalmia. Cathedral. 
Clinical. Philadelphia. Adelphi Court. Soap. Chiromancy. 
Cathartic. 

LESSON II 

CASES, GENITIVE AND DATIVE 

The genitive case signifies the source from which a thing 
comes and to which it belongs, as the folly of fools, the 
fool’s folly, the folly that comes from the fool. The dative 
case means either the secondary or more distant object of 
an action, as I gave the book to the boy; or it signifies rest or 
residence in a thing, for which in English there is no special 
form ; also in Greek it signifies the instrument with which, 
or by which, a thing is done, as to cut with a knife. In 
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Greek masculines in os have the genitive in ov and the 
dative in »; feminines in pa or pa and (@ have the genitive 
in as and the dative in q; other feminines in a—as Tpdrela, 
a table—and feminines in 7 have 7s in the ee andy in 
the dative. 

6p@ vehéernv ev TH odpava, I see a cloud in the sky. 
Oavpatw TV codiav Thy év To ow adeAdw, I admire the 

wisdom that is in your brother. 
dos To adeApo tov KdAapov Tovbe, give your brother this pen. 
Kat TO KaAapapov, and the inkstand. 
6 ddeAdos 6 cos Oavpdter To AevKoy fddov TO ev TH KIT, 

your brother adnures the white rose in the garden. 
akovers THS TOV ToTapLov Bpovrns ; do you hear the thunder 

Of the river ? 
4) Bia tod dvépov taparres tov Khor, the violence of the 

wind disturbs the garden. 
Kal Tov ye wéeracov ert TH eun Kepady, yes, and the hat 

on my head. 
ktver TO Top TO TKaAEOpy, stir the fire with the poker. 
dpas THv edpav Tv Tov éerurkdrov ; do you see the bishop’s 

seat ? 
ioxupos eore’ eo bier Tov TOV TovotvTwv dptov, he is strong ; 

he eats the bread of labour. | 
Sds poe Tov KdAapov Tov TOD adeAdod, give me your brother's 

pen. 
dhépe To KaAdapdpiov to THs adeAdas, bring your sister’s 

inkstand. 
Kore TOV KdéAapov TH paxaipa, cut the pen with the knife. 

ENGLISH AFFINITIES 

Bishop. Kinetics. Seat. Cathedral. Hydrocephalus. 
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LESSON III 

PLURALS, NUMERALS, DIMINUTIVES 

The plural of verbs is in opev, ere, and ovow'for the three 
persons. In pure verbs aoyev becomes G@pev, Gre, and wou ; 
€ becomes ovpev, cite, and ovat, 

The plural of nouns in os is in 

ov, nominative. 
wv, genitive, 
ous, dative. 
ovs, objective. 

Neuters have nominative and objective a. 
The plural of feminines is in 

_ at, nominative. 
av, genitive. 
avs, dative. 
as, objective. 

The relative pronoun, ds, 7, 6, who, which, is declined all 
through, like masculine nouns in os, and feminines in 7, and 
neuters in ov, 

The numerals are—eis, pia, év; Siw, Tpeis, Teroapes, TEVTE, 
&, errd, OKT, evvea, Séxa, in their order ; ; elkoot, twenty ; 
exarov, a hundred ; yidwor, a thousand ; popior, ten thousand. 

Diminutives are mostly neuter, ending in dpLov, tov, and 
bAXov: as imros, a horse—irmdpiov, a pony ; Tats, a boy— 
mavdtov, a little boy ; Bpéedos, a babe—PBpepirAArror, a little babe. 
Masculine is ioxos, as raidickos, a young boy, with feminine 
tradicKkn, @ little girl. 

The adjective roAvs, many (German viel), is declined in 
the nominative— 

toXAdvs ToAAH Tord 
and objective— 

ToNtv ToAAHV kl: 

otherwise regularly, as if from zoAdds-7) 
It is a peculiarity of Greek syntax ok neuter plurals are 

C - nla 

~~ 
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joined with a singular verb, as kaAds éxe Ta mpdypara, 
matters are going on well. . 

ypapopev kaddpm, OpOpev tots opOadrpois, we write with a 
pen, and see with our eyes. 

THV ETLTTOAHVY nV To ypddw dds Tots ddeAdots, the letter 
which I write for you give to your brothers. 

3 bag EXELS adehpors ; how many brothers have you ? 
: dedpas dé € err, six, and seven sisters. 

Seva Tavta, that is too hod / 
Tooa exes poda ev TH TeTATW; how many roses have you in 

your hat ? 
dadeKa, Aeipua. de oe twelve, and six lilies. 
mToaous exe. immovs 6 ddeAdds': 3; how many horses has your 

brother ? 
Tpels, three. 

_ Opas Tovs KiKVOUS Kal Tods yepdvous év TH Aiuvy ; do you see 
the swans and the cranes in the loch ? 

Opa, Sewdv 76 tAROos, yes, a very great number. 
kat On Kal Tpels pooxous Kopwods ev TH aypo ; also three 

pretty calves in the field ? 
er O€ irm@dpuov, Kdopuov, Badsdv ; also a neat little piebald 

pony ? 
tt yeAgs 5 what are you laughing at? 
Exeivo TO Tradiov imma(suevov ext Tov immapiov, that boy 

reding on the little pony. 
Kat On Kal tpéxer Oricw 7) radioKkyn 4 Kopy, and behind 

runs the pretty little girl. 
TEpmVoV TO Géapa, a pleasant sought. 
O Gavparrds ovtoat dvo Opa aAiovs ev TO oupavg, npeis de 

eva, ovov Opapev, this strange man sees two suns in the sky ; 
we see only one. 

ploovpev THY Pwviv Tov pwpor, we hate a fool’s voice. 
Tov dé copod huviv pirovpev, but we love the voice of the 

Wise man, 
ol axrtpovdpot TOAAG SpHot Tots THAETKOTELoLS A HuEts Ov 

opopev, the astronomers see many things with their telescopes 
which we do not see. 

Toda pev exer Sevdpa % vA, Adyous dé zodXodts 4 TOV 
PLwpOv yhoooa, there are many trees in the forest, and many 
words in a fool’s tongue, 
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ToAAGs KorTopev aKdvOas ev Tois dypois, we are cutting 
down many thistles in the fields. 

kal ovk oXiyas, os éArifw, dxadjdas, and not a few nettles 
also, I hope. 

as ov pices, dxadjpas, the nettles which you hate. 
duxaiws €ywye, wavTes yap plootow tas dkadjndas Tas 

kakdas, with good reason too. All hate the evil nettles. 
Ti mpatrete » what are you about ? 
ypipopev eriatoAds, we are writing letters. 
exiatoAds Aéyets ; do you say letters ? 
kal para ye, tpos THY BaciAwoay, yes, to the queen. 
Oavpacra A€yeus, wonderful / 
ayahy 7» Bacitiooa, Kal mpds Tas edxds od Kodi) TAS TOV 

TurTOv ToAuTov, good is the queen, and not deaf to the prayers 
of loyal citizens. 

dikata A€yess, you say what is just. 

ENGLISH AFFINITIES 

Epistle. Graphic. Hippodrome. Euphony. Astronomy. 
Telescope. Polyglot. Agriculture. Basilica. Basil. Police. 
Two. ‘Triad. Pentarchy. Hexagon. Heptarchy. October. 
Decade. Myriad. 

LESSON IV 

THIRD DECLENSION, SINGULAR 

The third declension of nouns in Greek is more rich and 
varied than the other two, and, besides, is distinguished by 
a peculiarity from which the others are free, viz. while in the 
first and second declensions all that requires to be done in 
forming the cases is to change the last syllable of the nomi- 
native commencing with a’ vowel, leaving the main body of 
the word unchanged, as 7pépa, -as, dpyvp-os, -ov, in the third 
we observe that the final consonant of the root seems in many 
cases to have been assimilated or absorbed by the termination 
of the nominative, and reappears in the other cases, as in 
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éXzris, genitive €Azidos. Sometimes also the vowel of the last 
syllable of the nominative is shortened before the addition of 
the genitival termination, as in zouujv, rowevos. In some 
classes of nouns no change is made, and the analogy of the two 
other declensions is followed throughout. We shall take our 
examples from the more simple classes, leaving the more 
complex and exceptional to be learned in the course of reading. 

The general type is— 
-os, genitive. 
-t, dative. 
-a, objective, 

as— : 
TwTHp, a saviour. 
cwtHpos, of or from a saviour. 
owrTnpt, to a saviour. 
TwTHpa, a saviour. 
Kwowv, a bell. 
Kwdwvos, of a bell, etc. 
Avpedv, -Ovos, a blackguard, etc. 

and a number of words signifying a dwelling-place, as— 
immos, a horse ; irmov, -Ovos, a stable. 
eXardy, -Ovos, an oliveyard. 
tapBevav, -Ovos, room of the virgin ; 

and nicknames of men: 
YaoT pwr, -wvos 
dtoKov 

And to this class which follows the analogy of the other 
declensions our first colloquy is confined. 

I paunchy, 

_ (1) opgs Tov apornpa te apdtpw KdrTovTa tiv ynv; do 
you see the ploughman cutting up the ground with his plough ? 

XPHT mov TO Epyov TovTO Kal avayKalov, this is a useful and 
necessary work, 

loxupov éxer trmov 6 apotnp, the ploughman has a strong 
horse. be 

Tivos eotiv 1) eikov éxeivyn ; what likeness is that ? 
tov Incot Xpicrov Tov cwrjpos jpov, the likeness of Jesus 

Christ our Saviour. 
Ociov ravv 7d tpdcwrov, an altogether divine countenance. 
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tis eotiv 4 BiBXos exeivy 7 appa; what is that grand 
book 2 

n yewypapia TOU 2rpaPwvos, the geography of Strabo. 
Ti wives EK TOV KpaTnpos exeivov ; what are you drinking 

out of that bowl ? 
TLVOpLeV TOV oivov, we are drinking wine. 
dds pou TOV tpiBwva Tov raXdaldv, give me my old cloak. 
€x pukpov orwOnpos Sew) roAAdKis avdmretat PAdE, from 

a small spark often a fearful flame arises. 
ws ypape. 6 “Ardatodos *IdxwBos, as James the Apostle 

writes. 
kairo Ti TadTa Aéyes » but why do you say this? 
poet pe 6 wodds Exeivos Kamvds 6 €k THS Kamvoddyns, I 

fear that quantity of smoke from the chimney. 
akOvW TOV KHSwVOS Kal THS TOD KANTHPOS Puwvans Os eyeiper 

tovs woAitras, I hear the bell, and the voice of the crier who 
wakes the people. - 

ov opuKpos 6 Kivduvos, there is great danger. 
dKkovw Tov dAextpvovos, I hear the cock. 

(2) Nouns in wp and nv shorten the long ultimate vowel 
: 4 = re © #7 7 7 

of the nominative, as pijTwp, pyTopos; Townv, Toupevos ; 
vowp, VdaTos, water. 

Ops TOV ToLmeva, EKEtVOV peTA TOV TPOBdTwY ev TO ACLOVL ; 
do you see that shepherd with the sheep in the meadow ? 

op, kat Tov Kiva, I see them and the dog. 
dpa ovv aKovete THS Huovyns Tov Sevvod exeivov pHtopos; do 

you hear the voice of that great orator ? 
dxotopev’ parXov 8 dpéeckes 6 TOV YeATOdVHOV TPIT pds Kal 

THS andovos TO dopa, we hear ,; but like better the twitter of the 
swallows and the song of the nightingale. 

dikaiws* adta: yap Kioto. Td Bald rhs Pvyis, with good 
reason ; for these stur the depths of the soul. 

(3) Feminines in ts and as, with the radical 6 before the 
' case terminations, as Aapzrds, -ddos ; €Amis, -iSos. Neuters in 

a have the genitive in tos. Words ending in Y=7s or fs, as 
ANatArAay, AatAaros, a storm; prep, PrAEBés, a vein ; KixAwy, 
-wiros, a Cyclops, Giant Round Eye, lose the o of the nomina- 
tive and present 7 or P before the case termination. In the 
same way nouns in €=ks or ys, by losing the final o of the 
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compound consonant, cause the single « or y to reappear in 
the oblique cases, as tepaf, a hawk, tépaxos; adAdmrné, a fox, 
gen. dAdzekos; Kdpag, Képakos, & crow. 

EpxeTar O vers, the rain is coming. 
ovdapos, not at all. | 
THv Wiriv Wexdda ovk eywye terdv A€yu, a thin drizele I 

do not call rain. 7 
exeivyn 1) vehéAn onpaiver AaiAara, that cloud foretells a 

storm. | 
Aaparpav éxw éArida kadrys Hhpepas, I have bright hope of a 

beautiful day. 
Opas exetvo TO yuvatkdpiov év To aypo,; do you see that 

little woman in the field ? 
— Neyovar powdda eivar, they say that she is mad. 

kat murtedw eywye, L for one believe it. 
Sés pou THY KpyTida, Kal Tov TéeTagoV Kal THY yAaivav, give 

me my boot, my hat, and my plaid. 
TovTTL TO VTOOHMA pov TO erepov’, where is my other shoe ? 
TU exes Ev TH OTSuaTL,; what have you in your mouth ? 
apTov: xapw exw To Ocew, bread, thank God / 
ti ypades ; what are you writing ? 
Toinpa, a poem. 
TOTEPOV VOUS eoTLV év TH ToLnpaTe ; is there any sense in the 

poem ¢ 
TOS OV; OV PiTgw hrojpata ek cardvos, of course ; I don’t 

blow soap-bubbles. 
Opas exeivov Tov Képaka ; do you see that crow ? 
Op, wepuTate’ ws KAnpiKds ceuvo TO Bipatr, I do; he 

walks like a clergyman, with a grave step. 
Ti eott TO dvopa Tov EvddEov Exeivov PHTopos ; what is the 

name of that famous orator ? 
TAddcrwv, Gladstone. 
dvopa ZKwtikdv, a Scotch name. 
Kat para yes exer yap Epynvelav Td dvopa, AiBos 6 Tod 

lépaxos, certainly, for the interpretation of the name is the 
stone of the hawk. 

cote DAddorwv dvoya Shou tivds ev TH Xopa Tod Meco- 
Awbavos, Gladstone is the name of a parish in Midlothian. 

Ti mparret O Tais exeivos ; what is that boy doing ? 
partiyot tHv PEeuBixa, he is whipping his top. 
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adTds'parrov &ELos THS paaTtyos, KakoUpyov yap TO Opéupa, 
himself is more worthy of the whip, for he ts a wicked creature. 

ETL O€ Apyds* ovK A£wos TOU apTov, also idle ; not worthy of 
his bread. 

volo éywye TO VOTOV avTOD Kal THV pdoTiya eyyvs mpoo- 
nkew yéevet, I think the whip and his back are nearly related. 

Kakds eoriv' aAdrekos Kal apkTov piyya rapddogov, he is 
bad ; a strange mixture of a fox and a bear. 

(4) Nouns in ts and vs have v in the objective, as ots, 
a prg ; tx Os, a fish ; Kis, a woodworm. Also those in ts and 
US, as TOMS, a city, woAw; ddis, a snake, Oduy ; THXUS, a 
forearm, whxvv. These have the genitive in ews, and the 
dative in el, AS TOAEWwS, TOAEL. 

TAT}, a father, and PAT NP, a. mother, have vatpdés and 
pytpos in genitive, and watpt and pytpé in dative; but the 
objective is in the regular form with the short penult TATE pO. 
Ovyarnp, a daughter, follows the same rule. avijp has avdpds, 
avdpi, avdpa. 

BactActs, a king, and tepevs, a priest, have the genitive in 
éws, and the dative in «?, like wdéAus, but the objective is éa. 
Bots, an ox, has Bods, Bot, and Boor. 

yvv7, a woman, has genitive and dative -avkds, -av«i, and 
objective -atka, 

Opas Tov KaAbv ix Ov ev TH vdaTe ; do you see that beautiful 
Jish wm the water ? 

6p, orTiABer Td Opéeupa, Gomrep papyapitys, yes, the creature 
glances like a pearl. 

€repov Tdavu 6 ous 6 puTapds ev TH Tvdew, very different 
is the filthy pig wm the sty. 

pice tov cvv, I hate the pig. 
dws xotpos outevTds Aapmrpdv ayaApa Tov Seirvov, never- 

theless a fatted pig—bacon—s the great glory of a dinner. 
Opas Tov Ow ev TH 76g. ; do you see the snake in the grass ? 
pico 75 Opeupa, I hate the creature. 
dua ti why ? 
exer Kivdvvov, tt is dangerous. 
dhpittw 7d (@ov, tpdcwrivye Tod SiaBdrov, I shudder at 

the creature, a mask of the devil. 
éxes matépa 6 dus Tov Latavav, the snake has Satan for 

his father. 
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TOAAG exer Tpdawmra 6 SidBoXos, the devil has many masks, 
aipeTwtepov Sé Kadns yuvaiKkos TO tpocwrov, specially that 

of a Saar woman. 
Kal Or) Kat lepews drepnpavov, and, that of a proud preest. 
ert d€ BactAéws avdpuov Kal TUpavvov mya, also of a lawless 

king, and a cruel tyrant. 
Kal avopos éxdorouv Tav év ToAE Coot Tovynpoi, and of any 

bad man in the town. 

(5) Adjectives of this declension occur most commonly in 
one of these three forms— 

(a) wv,-ovos, masculineand feminine ; ov, neuter—asowdpov, 
sound-minded ; rpddppwv, forward, ready—like nouns 
in wv supra. 

(B) ys, as dAnOys, masculine and feminine; dAnOés, 
neuter; genitive in ovs and dative in ei—vyuis, healthy ; 
cays, -és, distinct, clear, 

(y) vs, masculine ; «fa, feminine; v, neuter; as yAvxvs, 
sweet ; Papds, heavy. 

péras, black, has péAawa, pérXav, and tadas, 
wretched, the same. 

ahyOes 76 Sdypa TovTO TO Tept Tod diaBoAov, this doctrine 
about the devil ts true. 

kat para ye kat Bap, yes, and weighty. 
yAvKd TO péAr peta 7d wiKpdv, sweet is honey after sour. 
Snpuovpyot at peAuroar TOV péALTos TOU yAvKéos, the bees are 

the makers of sweet honey. 
Baotréws yAvKvopa TS pert, tt is a king’s dainty, honey. 
oTépyopev ctpmavTes TA VOyaAG Kal TA TPWydALA aKoAov- 

Ga, Tov deizvov, we all like dainties and a dessert to follow the 
dinner. 

EncuisH AFFINITIES 

Gastric juice. Work. Bible. Geography. Crater. Wine. 
Paleography. Phlox (the name of a flame-coloured flower). 
Apostle. Police. Rhetorician. Pound. Abyss. Phrenzy. 
Wet. Phlebotomy. Cyclops. Hydropathy. §Menad. 
Heterodoxy. Poem. Crow. Genesis. Generation. Mixture. 
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Paradox. Ichthyology. Paternal. Andrew. Alexander. 
Bovine. Gynecology. Sow. Devil. Hierarchy. Tyrant. 
Glycerine. Barometer. Mellifluous. 

LESSON V 

THIRD DECLENSION, PLURAL 

The plural terminations of the third declension are— 

és, nominative, a, neuter. 
wv, genitive. 
ow, dative. 
as, objective, a, neuter ; 

as Town, Towupeves, AatAay, AatAazes, following always the 
type of the genitive singular, as rarépes, not matpes; but 
avnp has avdpes, not avepes. Only in the dative plural the 
final consonant v, 6, or t is dropped before the ou of the 
dative, as zrowpeot, to shepherds ; ordpact, to mouths ; Aaprdor, 
to torches. 

The adjective mas, Tara, wav follows this rule, having 
mavTdos in the genitive, but zac. in dative plural ; so yiyas, a 
guant ; yiyavtos, of a giant ; but yuyaor, to giants. 

obTos 0 TaTHp TavTa TA XpHpata Sidwor Tals Ovyarpdo., TO 
dé vip ovdev, this father gives all the money to his daughters, to 
his son nothing. 

ob pev TNS exkAnoias TATEPES ToXAol, &xarros S& rails éva 
povov exer warépa, the fathers of the church are many, but each 
boy has only one father. , 

dds Tots pev wasot Baxtypiav, tails d¢ mapbévois cKiddevor, 
give a stick to the boys, a parasol to the young ladies. 

yeyas, ave 0 Tats ovToat, kab TEpas ye mpos* SaxtvAous yap 
On exTa exer ext Tots Trociv, this boy is a giant, and a monster 
to boot ; he has seven toes on his feet. 

rotrav ov wasdav-mdvroy. Erowéy exer eo Ons, rap- 
éxourd ye THv pev yAapdtda péAawav, Td S€ TIAMov EavOdy, 
the dress of all these boys is ridiculous, a black plaid with a 
yellow cap. 

adnOn réEyeus, true. 
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EnGLuisH AFFINITIES 

Father. Panorama. Daughter. Ecclesiastical. Poly- 
theism. Monologue. Giant. Dactyl. Seven. Foot. Melan- 
choly. Lecture. Parthenon. | 

LESSON VI 

THE DEGREES OF COMPARISON IN ADJECTIVES 

The general form is repos for the comparative and tatos 
for the superlative, the genders following the type of the 
substantives of the first and second declensions, as dixaios, 
just, Sixatdrepos, Sikaidtaros ; also, to avoid the concurrence 
of four short syllables unfavourable to the dactylic rhythm 
of the early poetry, the drepos in certain cases becomes 
wTepos, and the 6raros, Wtatos, as— 

codos, wise, coputepos, TOPwWTATOS. 

So— 
hoBepds, terrible. 
xaXrerds, difficult. 
davepds, plain. 

Adjectives in as, awa, av, and in 7s, es, add the repos and 
tatos to the neuter, as— 

péras, black, peNdvTepos, -TaTOos. 
dAnOns, true, dAnGecrepos, -TaTOos. 
aKpuBys, accurate, dxkpiPerrTEpos, -TaTOS ; 

a termination which is assumed also by adjectives in wy, as 
evoaipwov, happy, «vdamoverrepos, -TaTOs. 

Some adjectives are compared by wwv, -ov, and woos, -7, -ov, 
as— 

Kad6s, beautiful ; KaAXAiwv, more beautiful ; KadAdoTos, 
very beautiful. 
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75%s, sweet, diwv, ASurros, 
TAXUS, swift ; Oécowv for taxiov, swifter ; and Taxv0TOSs, 

very swift. 

This form belongs also to some common irregular comparisons 
as— 

dyads, BeAtiwv, BeAturtos, good, better, best. 
peyas, great, pei(wv, péeyvoros. 
Kakos, bad, xeipwv, KaKioTOS. 
Todds, many, TAEiwv, TAE€ioTOS 5 

which follow in declension the law of the substantives of the 
same type, as pei(wv, pelfovos ; mAciwv, -ovos, plural wAcioves, 
contracted wAéiovs, 

Comparatives are either accompanied with a genitive or 
followed by 7}—as 6 vids pei(wv éott Tot ratpés, the son is taller 
than the father—or 7) 6 warhp. 

odTos 6 veaviorkos TOAD puKpoTepds eats THS ddeAPHs* vavoes 
ert, this young man is much less than his sister ; he ts a dwarf. 

Neyer 7) dyia ypad) dru 6 YaodA word péyworos Hv wavTwV 
Tov cuprodutov, the holy scripture says that Saul was by far 
the tallest of all his fellow citizens. 

ov coperaros dé, but not the wisest. 
OpLELVOV TOV weyéBous » codia, wisdom is better than stature. 
Toca ataKktTa phuata extiv ev TH “EXAnViKH yAdoon ; how 

many urregular verbs are there in the Greek tongue ? 
OUK oida, I do not know. 
mept TovTov ye Xp) épwrav Tov pavriv, Tov OveirXLov, on 

this point you must consult the oracle, Veitch. 
poBepdv 7d tARO0s, a terrible multitude. 
Teiw 1) ot KOpakes ev TO ApH, more than the crows im the 

Jield. 
an Oeorara déyets, you say what 2 as very true. 
éyw 76 ejovye Tovnpotatov Kat xaXerdtatov, I say what 

for me at least is a very painful and a very dufficult business. 
pay ABdperr woAAK exer Kaka 6 Bios, TayKdKirtov S€ TOV 

amedriopov, don’t despair ; there are many bad things in life, 
but the worst is despair. 

tov b€ ayabav év to Biw ri BéeATiTOV; and of the good 
things in life which is best ? 
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n wiortws, faith. 
ws Aeyer 6 rpopytyns ApPaxovp 6 Sixasos ex rictews Gjoerat, 

as the prophet Habakkuk says, the just man shall live by farth. 
08 ovK exer Adyov adn Oerrepov 1 y ayia, ypapy, a word than 

which nothing more true as Sound 4 in holy serupture. 
TaTip THS avOpeias 4 TicTis, avdpeia Sé TOV avdptKOV Epywv 

matHp, faith rs the father of courage, and courage is the father 
of manly deeds. 

KaAduora Aeyers, admirable. 
Kaddos 6 Adyos, KdAAvov 5€ 7d Epyov, a beautiful saying, 

but more beautiful rs the deed. 
dvev épyov TévTwv KevoTatov Tpaypatwv 6 Adyos, without 

the deed speech is the most empty of all things. 
ehappotepov TaV axtpwv, more light than chaf. 
Kal ovdev nTTov oTetpov, and not less barren. 
Eppwro, farewell, 

ENGLISH AFFINITIES 

New. Polygon. Hagiography. Tactics. Crow. Biology. 
Prophet. Energetic. Plethora. 

LESSON VII 

THe Furure ACTIVE 

The characteristic letter of the future tense is o, inserted 
before the terminations that mark the persons, thus: Avo, 
I loosen; iow, I will; Aiovews, thou wilt; rAioe, he will ; 
Aicopev, we will ; Avoere, ye will ; Abcover, they will loosen. 
Of course by inserting this o, a preceding consonant, where 
the root is labial, uniting with it forms a y, as above in 
nouns (Lesson IV, 3); and in the same way, when the final 
vowel of the root is a palatal the x or y appears as €—so, 
from PrAEro, I see, PrAé~w; from eyo, L say, A€Ew. But 
there are several variations, which will be learned by pai 
the following are dominant :-— 
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(a) Verbs with two consonants before the w of the present 
eject the latter before inserting the o, so that the 
z or } of the root united with the o becomes a y, as 
in tirto, Tivo; Kértw, I cut, kopw; cxdrto, I dig, 
Kaw; ypadwo, I write, ypayu. 

(8) The same rule holds with many verbs in cow, Attic 
tT, the root ending in « or y, as tpdo0cw, I do, root 
mpay, future tpdEw; tacow, I arrange, Ta€w. 

(y) Verbs in d(w have either ow or £&w, or both, as 
Oavpato, I admire, Oavpacw; vorafw, I nod, dow 
or d£w; dprd(w, to carry of, Ew, apracopar in Attic ; 
Baordlo, to carry, Baoréow, 

(5) Pure verbs generally lengthen the vowel of the present, 
a being changed into 7, except where a vowel or A 
precedes the dw, as— 

Tipaw, I honour, tTipjocw. 
drew, I love, prrjow. 
SnAdw, I show, SnrAdow. 

But— 
kAdw, I break, krAdow, 
koTiaw, I labour at, koricow, 

But some in éw prefer éow, as TeAéw, I finish, teAEoo ; 
lA ? / e VA tpew, to tremble, tperw; (Ew, to boil, Cerw. 

(c) Liquid verbs shorten the long vowel of the root, 
or throw out the last of two consonants in the root, 
and lay a circumflex accent on the termination a, 
as— 

pevo, I remain, pevo. 
oreipw, I sow, orepo. 
daivo, I show, pave. 
BadrAw, I throw, Baro. 
Teuvo, LT cut, TELo. 

vov &1) hoBets pe* Sevvds Os GANOas 6 xpdvos odros 6 Tod 
ys . . . . 

péeAXovtos, now indeed you frighten me, this future tense is 
terrible. 

yéAowa A€yets* OdK edow Ge TA TOLAdTA A€yewv* AE€ye paAXov 
TO THS Tapoysias, xaAera Ta Kadd, ridiculous; I will not 
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permit you to speak thus, say rather, as the proverb has it, 
all excellent things are difficult. 

AéEw, I will say so. 
exe tioti, have faith. 
murtevow Kat viknow, I will believe and conquer. 
aiveres o€ 6 TaTHp, your father will praise you. 
ovdev duotatw, I do not doubt it. 
avopikov SnAdcers Ovpdv, you will show a manly spirit. 
BrAelw avdpikads mpos Tov diaBorov Kat ov tpécw, LI will 

look manfully in the face of the devil and not tremble. 
Ti oxarrTe. 0 picKwy exeivos ev TO Aepwove; what is that 

paunchy fellow digging at in the meadow ? 
oKdmrel Tabpov, he ws digging a trench. 
oKdrter TovsS Oepediovs Aaprpod otkijparos, he is digging 

the foundations of a grand house. 
ovdapas* TOV ToLovTOV ov Oavydoopev, not at all; such a 

fellow we will not admire. 
iduaTyns eori* movov pev Exel, TEexvnv Oe OV* KdeL TOTE TOV 

idtov OdKTvAov TH paxaipa, Kal 51) Kal Tov idtov avTos EavTOD 
oxdwe. Tapov* ToLovTo yap 57 piAct yiverOat TO TOV arawded- 
twv TéAos, he ts a bungler. He has labour, but no skill. He 
will cut his finger with his knife some day, and dig his own 
grave. Such rs wont to be the end of the unlearned. 

ENGLISH AFFINITIES 

Hydrophobia. Chronology. Chronic. Andrew. Idiot. 
Penury. Technical. Polytechnic. Idiosyncrasy. — Pae- 
deutics, 

LESSON VIII 

THe Past TENSE 

The first aorist or indefinite past tense follows the type of 
the future, with an o before the personal terminations, and an 
augment ¢« prefixed to the whole word, as a sign of the svi 
tense, thus— 
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mpagw, I will do. 
erpagéa,  -as, -e, J, thou, he did 
EXPAEAPEV, -ATE, -aV, we, you, they 

In liquid verbs, where the future has no a, the aorist 
lengthens the vowel of the penult, as— 

pevo pev@ EELVO. 
otéeAAw oTeAw eotetAa 
TElvw TEVO ETE LVO. 

There is another form of the past in 
~OV. -€$ ~€ 
-O[LEV ~€TE -ov 

as érurov for érvwa, which some verbs prefer, as in <¢Gadov, 
I threw, from BarXAw, Baro ; expayov from kpéfw, and some 
have both, as jveyKxa, yveyxov, I brought, irregular from ¢dépw, 
I bring, future otow, I will bring. 

oida, I know, has 
oioa, olaOa, otde, J, thou, he i tte 
” ? Y 70W. 
iTpeEV, UOTE, toacl, we, you, they 

and with the past participle, «ids, -dros. 
noe, oes, noe, J, thou, he 
oeipev, WOerTE, WOeTav, we, you, they } wage 

dep éyo erpagta xOés, od pagers avprov, det yap borepets, 
what I did yesterday you will do to-morrow; you are always 
behind. 

tis TA pvrAXa ExoWe THS KaAHs exeivns BiBrov ; who cut the 
leaves of that beautiful book ? 

ey, - did. 7 
ekowas, vy Aia, dpPr<ia TH paxaipa: mpds S€ rovrous puTapol 

eiou Got ot SaxtvAo., verily you cut it with a blunt knife ; 
besides, your fingers are filthy. 

vivw TO xeipe,| I will wash my hands. 
cOwka exeivy TmapGevm pHAov, 6 S€ ais HpTage* tis Tore 

edidagev avtTov TO TéExvynya TOde; L gave that girl an apple, 
and the boy seized tt. Who taught him that trick ? 

KaKooaip“wv Tis, an evil genius. 

1 A dual number for rds yeZpas, which both in nouns and verbs the 
Greeks sometimes used for a pair of persons or things. See the 
grammar, 
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tis éBade TOV NiGov ; who threw the stone ? 
0 mais 6 év TO KIT, the boy in the garden. 
Tapdvomos Tus exti, he is a lawless boy. 
xees | dueOpavoe tAGKA tarivny ev TH TOV ppovTirTnpiov 

Tov euov Ovpidu, yesterday he broke a glass pane in my study 
window. 

ovxé* 6 atAovpos Fv 6 dpaptwrds: eunvvcav ai pives 
aipatnpat THY dpaptiav Tov (wov, not so; the cat was the 
sinner ; ; the bloody nose of the animal declared ats sin, 

tHhv BiBrov nv Soxa Tou x Ges € eyXeupivers (Attic ey xerprets) 
tT adeAdy* ayabh yap 7 wapBévos Kal BiBAod dyabjs a€ia, 
the book which I gave you yesterday you will hand over to your 
sister ; she is a good girl, and worthy of a good book. 

tis @KoOdpnoe TOUTO TO iepov; who built this church ? 
TEKTWV TIS, an architect. 
TEKTWV peVv Ov, EpyaTyns SE Tis AiMwy, not an architect, a 

stonemason, 
6 yap addnOijs TexTwV ToUNnTHS ETL’ Kal TO OlKOOdpNpa, OrreEp 

@Koddpnoe YOes Troinua pevet AiOwvov avpiov Kal dei, ws eT 
idety ev TH Atyimrw, for a true architect is a poet; and the 
edifice which he raised yesterday remains a stone poem to- 
morrow and for ever, as one may see in Egypt. 

tis ede TOV Taida Os améekof~e Tov KAddov Tod Sevdpov 
EKELVOD ; who saw the boy who cut the branch of that tree ? 

ciBov é ey, I saw him. 
ise avtov Setpo: partuydcw tov Kaxodpyov, bring him to 

ii will log the rascal, 
Bt ay TovtTws ov Services, he shall have no dinner to- 
day. 

n SELTVHOEL YE peta Tov cvav, or dine with the pigs. 
ePobhevoa avT@ KaAnv Baul, I gave him good advice. 
parny, im vain. 
ovK T}KOUTE, he did not hear. 
Kkwpos €oTL, he Ws deaf. 
kwpos O17 mpos ye THY TOV TopoV BovdAjv, yes, deaf to the 

counsel of the wise. 
xes exrewe 7a Gra Tpds TOV TOV Topov ZoAopdvos Adyov" 

Tov adpovos ot 6POarpoi ciow Er aKpa THS ys, yesterday he 
closed his ears to the word of the wise Solomon: the eyes of a 
fool are in the ends of the earth. 
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nkovoe TOU pev Adyov, Tov dé vovy ov KatéAaBe, he heard 
the word, but he did not take in the sense. 

6 dBeAgds. adtov 6 adpwv érAjpwoe TOV eyKepadAov bias 
vonpaTov Kevov, his foolish brother filled his brain with vain 
imaginations. 

Kal emiotevoe TE GOEAPH padrrov 7 TH ayia. ypady, and he 
believed us brother rather than the holy scripture. 

® Tov atuxjpatos, sad / sad / 

ENGLISH AFFINITIES 

Egotism. Practice. Foliation. Chiromancy. The Par- 
thenon. Didactic. Technical. Cacodemon. Lithotomy. 
Rhinoceros. Zoology. Agatha. Hierarchy. Dendritis. 
Divine. Acrobat. Geography. Logic.  Hagiology. 
Hagiolatry. Graphic. 

LESSON IX. 

INFINITIVE Moop AND PARTICIPLES 

The infinitive mood gives the action of the verb substan- 
tively as we use the participle in seewg is a good thing, but in 
Greek, as in Latin, always the infinitive, as kaAdv TO opay, 

and declined with the article like a noun, through all the 
eases, of course neuter, as the gender does not lie in the 
action, but in the actor. Its normal ending in the active 
voice is ev, as in the present PddrAcv, to throw, and second 
aorist Padciv; but in first aorist its termination is a, as 
Kowa, from Kértw. Pure verbs follow their vowel, as riav, 
to honour ; dtActv, to love. 

Like substantives, verbal infinitives are governed by pre- 
positions through all the cases, as wepi, about ; rapa, from 
beside ; peta, with; év, in, and «is, into—as mept Tov Kaz- 
vite Néyw petpov apiortov, about smoking I say moderation 
as best. 

Participles are verbal adjectives declined as such, and 
D 
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signifying the quality or accident of a certain state of being 
or action belonging to an agent. | 

The participles of the present and of the second aorist are 
declined in masculine and neuter according to the type of 
the second declension, in feminine according to the first, as— 

TUTTwWV, TUTTOVTG, TUTTOV, he, she, or tt. ) 
, A . . . 

TUTT-OVTOS, ovons, ovtos, of him, her, or it > striking. 
OVvTL, ovon,  ovti, to him, her, or it 

The first aorist participle bears the type of the third 
declension, as in yiyas, yiyavtos, a giant—so roujoas, having 
made; feminine rowjoaca, neuter roujocay. 

genitive, -avros -00'S -aVTOS. 
dative, -avrs 7 ~AVTL 
objective, -avra -TaV AV. 

Pure verbs have a long vowel or diphthong: thus, from 

TEpLTaTew TEPLTATOV TT EPLTATOUVTOS 
TUL TLLOV TLLOVTOS 

dpaye «ides exeivov Tov ralda év TH KiTH TEpiTaTovVTG. ; 
did you see that boy walking in the garden ? | 

eioov, I did. 
Kadov TO mepurateiv Kal bytes, ov ToLovToY Se TO KAEWavTe 

Ta pnda, walking is good and healthy, but not for him who 
stole the apples. 

tipaoa tHV Pacidioocay tings thy woAwW As 8) éxelvy 
kepary exriv, in honouring the queen you honour the state of 
which she is the head. 

TEpt TOV VrvovcOar ovdev aKpLBOs eriTaTTwW ev pdvov A€ya, 
ovx vyles TO VrepBadrewy 6xTw Gpas év TH Koiry, about sleeping 
I prescribe nothing curiously ; only this one thing I say, that to 
lie in bed more than erght hours ts not healthy. 

adhnOn A€yers, you say well. 
Tols ye vytes Exovot TO copa, at least for those who have a 

healthy body. 
TO yap apyeiv SiapOeiper 76 TE TOpa, Kat THY Puyjv, for lying 

idle damages both body and soul, 
padiora* Kal TO mpaTrew OTLOdvY evavTiov TO GvoTHaTL TOD 

GAov SiapGeipe. tiv Wrxyv, os éyer 6 TOV KaA@v epyov 
ardatoXos, 6 IéKwBos’ idéte TO KaAdV Kal pt) ToLOdVTL, avTO 
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dpapria eativ, certainly, for to do anything contrary to the 
system of the unwerse destroys the soul, as James the apostle of 
good works says, ‘to him that knoweth what 1s good and doeth 
ut not, to him vt is sin.” 

t® AadotyTt TOAAG Todds 6 Kivdvvos, to the great talker 
there is great danger. 

ev.b€ TM OXiya A€yew peyddrdyn 7 TwrTnpia, but in speaking 
little there is great safety. | 

peyddryn BiBAvoOnKn xpyncipy eotiv eis 7d TOAAG cid€evar, a 
good library is useful to get great knowledge. 

TOS Yap 0V; Spuws ovK del eis TO ToPOs Bidvat, certainly, but 
not always for wise lining. 

ToAAds BiBAovs Suvardv Tovs aobeve’s eyxedadovs KuUKGY, 
at is possible that many books may confound weak brains. 
70 Aeyopevov, odAot dvTes ot poyerpor SiapGeipovor Tov 

(wudv, as they say, many cooks spoil the broth. 
kat Kata Tov avrov tpdrov waprAnOn erurra vrep TO 

mperov Kal TO HOU exmAnpot TO olKknpa Kal TapaTTer TOS 
cic Paivovtas, and in the same way, a great quantity of 
furmture, beyond what is proper and comfortable, fills up the 
room, and inconvenrences those who enter. 

gopas. adel Kakov TO trepPaivew, wise. All excess is bad. 
tiv copiav eyes TOD “ApwrroTédous’ Ev TH péTH Gel 1 

cwrnpia, the wisdom of Aristotle: safety lies in the mean. 

ENGLISH AFFINITIES 

Peripatetics. Hygiene. Cleptomania. Hypnotism. System. 
Psychology. Apostle. Polyanthus. Trope. Hyperbole. Plethora. 

LESSON X 

THE OTHER Past TENSES 

The imperfect, with the augment prefixed as the sign of 
the past, is as follows; from Kértw— 

exomt-ov, -es, -€, I, thou, he was 
EKOTT-OMEV, -ETE, -OV, We, You, they were 

; cutting. 
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Pure verbs contract 

aov into wv 

NE 2 
ae Pas 
i“ la) 
GOmEV 4, GeV 
UTE. 45 OTE 
aov 4, wv 

as In— 
wees Se tf De eTi pov eTipas eT ipa. 
ET LILO[LEV ETLULOTE eT iw 

cov into ov 
BEG Ty eS 
€€ ee 
4 an 

EOMEV 5, OPEV 
€eTe ,, €0TE 
eov 4,_-—souv 

as In— 
/ epiAovv epircis ehirer 

ediAovpev edircire ediAovv 

The present perfect, or the immediately past perfect, in 
addition to the augment, reduplicates the initial consonant of 
the root, and its terminations are— 

-a,  -as, -€, JI, thou, hehas... 
-OPlEV, -ATE, -aot, we, you, they have... 

It changes also the o of the future into a cx— 

TLULNTW—TETLUNKG. TETILNKAS TETIPNKE 
TET LUN KOPLEV TETLUNKATE TETLULNKACL 

but this x, when the root ends in y or k, appears as x ; thus— 

TrEKW TrEEw TeTAEXa, 
Tpacow Tpaew TET PAX. 

and in the same way the final 7 of the root appears as 4; 
thus— 

TUTTW Tivo TETUPA 

ypapo = ypdyw ss Yeypaxpa 
In the pluperfect, which is not often used, the same 

reduplication takes place, and the terminations are— 
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“ELV -€LS ~€L 
~€LPLEV ~ELTE -ElOaV OF -EOaV 

as in— 

eTEeTUPELV eTETUPELS eTeTUHEL 
> , 5 / > “A 
ETETUPELPEV ETETUPELTE ETETUPELTAV 

eTuTTov eyo TO maddpiov, OTe eioeADdv 6 doTvVdpos 
npTace pe eis TO Seopwrtipiov, I was beating the boy, when the 
policeman entering took me to prison. 

yéypapa erirtoAnv mpos Tov watépa cov éEywv Taidd ce 
eivat KOopuov Tovs Tpdmous, I have written a letter to your 
father saying that you are a well-behaved young man. 

eTbyXavoVv UmTTLOS KElwEVOS EV TH KOiTH STE peyas TIS pS 
trepryndnoas TA oTpwHpaTa Sewvdv por Eeverroinoe PdoPov, I 
happened to be lying on my back wm the bed when a rat, leap- 
ung over the bedcover, gave me a great fright. 

duxaiws ye, and with good reason. 
TO vov € rovete TO avades Openpa ; and now, where is the 

shameless creature ? 
Kekagev avTd TO KUVapLoV pov TO ek THS Opes, my Little 

Skye terrier has just snapped it up. 
Sixava érabev, served it right / 
ToveTs TO peAavodoyxetov pov ; where is my inkstand ? 
evpnka, <vpyKka, ev T® Aovtpavr, I have found it, I have 

found it, in the bathroom. 
Tapddofov TOUTO’ ovK eypahov eywye ev TY AovTPOVL, strange ; 

I was not writing in the bathroom. 
ovx Op® tov KdAapov, I do not see my pen. 
iSov> edpov ev TH Sevrvyntypi, here it 1s; I found tt in the 

dining-room. 
erai(ev 0 aidovpos To Kahapyp cov Kal TD meTdoy, Kal 

TH xAapbor, kai Tats KpyTior, Kat Sevvdv Tia Eeroter O5prBov, 
the cat was playing with your pen, and with your hat, and your 
plaid, and your boots, and making a terrible row. 

opdfov 76 Opéupa, Fall the brute / 
ovdapas: avTos od aitwos, Os 82) eAuires TO OlKYNPG Ev TATH 

dKoopia, 6 S€ atAovpos merAnpwKe TO Epyov gov, not at all ; 
you yourself are to blame, who left the room in great dis- 
order, and the cat has finished your work. 

Sikaua Eyes, you are right. 
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kat eyo peyadynv OpAnka pwpiav, and I have committed an 
act of great folly. . 

peTavod eri TO tpdypat, I repent of the business. 
Eppwao, farewell. | 

ENGLISH AFFINITIES 

Harpy. Graphic. Epistle. Tropic. The Cosmos. Cos- 
metic. Big. Melancholy. Paradox. Autonomy. Pragmatic. 

LESSON XI 

VERBS IN pt 

The great mass of Greek verbs, whatever their variations of 
person and tense may be, agree in this one prominent feature, 
that the first person singular of the present indicative ends 
in w, as in Latin 6, possibly a relic of the pronoun eyo, J. 
But there is a small class of verbs in familiar use which, 
instead of the o, affix to the first person pu, evidently identical 
with the English me and the German mich—a confusion of the 
nominative and accusative cases familiar to our ears in French 
and vulgar English, when we say 7t 7s me instead of zt zs J. 
Whatever may have been the original form of the verbs in 
pt, aS a& matter of practice, if we fling off the’ ys from the 
present, the future and the tenses cognate with it may be 
formed directly from an assumed form in w: thus tornm, I 
cause to stand, otjow, I will cause to stand, as if from ordo ; 
tiOnpi, I place, Ojnow, I will place, as if from ew; Setkvopu, LT 
show, SeiEw, J will show, as if from deikw; and didwus, I give, 
future décw, J will give, as if from dow, the Latin dé evidently 
preserving the simple form from which didwys comes by the 
prefix of 6: and the suffix pu. 

Present 

iorynpt, torns, tarno., LI, thou, he 
fe Beek cause to stand. 
loTapev, lOTATE, LOTATL, We, you, they 
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Imperfect 

torTnv ioTns torn 
UTTO[LEV loTare UOT ATV 

Second Aorist 

eT NV eOTNS eoTy 
ECT [LEV EOTITE EOTHT AV 

The middle and passive voice follow the form of the 
regular verb. 

The perfect active of torn, eornKa, is used as a present 
with a neuter sense, J stand, and in like manner, the pluper- 
fect eorjxewv, and the 2nd aorist eornv, J stood. 

_ -téOnpu and its analogues have ¢ for the a in the plural, 
and first aorist ¢@yxa instead of «Oyoa; and in the same 
way inp, to send, has first aorist 4jxa, J sent; so also didwpe 
has édwxa, I gave, not cdura, 

The irregular verbs eipi, J am, eips, I go (usually future : 
I will go), evidently fall under this scheme. For eiwl, I am, 
see supra, Lesson I. The verb to go has et pL, £ 99 ; ei, thou 
art going ; clot, he is going ; iwev, we are going ; ite, you are 
going ; tacw, they are going. Imperative 16, go. 

dru, art, axAntos Kabifeis ex exeivy TH copa.” TTHTW 
we cerca. hegone, begone / you have no business in that seat ; 
£ well plant you here. 

EOTHKA OTOV ETTHKA, kat Ka0itw drov Kabitw, I stand where 
I stand, and I sit where I sit. 

pot Dace tTHv BiPAov tiv Kopyjy, od dé éwKas TH Tadi- 
Kapi» TovT@" €s ToTOUTOV dpa KaTappovels pov, Kal TOV Sdpov 
pou; I gave the pretty book to you, and you gave it to that 
little girl. Do you 80 despise me and my g gift ? 

ouriKa a Aéyers* 4 S€ wapOévos padAov ths BiBAov ovirerat 
7 eyo, I understand what you say ; but the young lady will be 
more profjited by the book than I. 

para tarewodppwv od ye, you are very humble. 
ovx ovTws' PiA@ Tv wapOEvov, not at all ; I love the girl. 
7iOavov, likely enough. 
ot ToAAot Ti hace rept TOD L'Addatwvos ; what do people say 

about Gladstone ? 
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Oavpafovor avrov Sikaiws ws dewov pev rept Tovs Adyous, 
Tov O€ rept TAS THS TOAEWS TpoTddouS EumeLpoTaToV, Kal 517) Kal 
tov Te ItaAtkov Kat Tov “EAAnvikov ypappdtwv exwrTipova, 
they admire him, with good reason, as a great speaker, also as 
an expert and apt financier, and besides a great Greek and 
Italian scholar. 

dAnGectara eyes’ ef KaTéoTyTav avTov KabynynTHV THs 
: - es Sate aaah 
EAAyvixijs prdoroyias ev TH TOU Bourdpou ravervornpivy, 
ovk €Aattwy av eyevero! tov Boexiov, tov “Kpyavvov, tov 
MvAX€pov, kai Tov GAAwY LTeppavov doo. rept tiv Todvpa- 
Giav €v Tots mpwToLs evdokiportor, very true; if they had made 
him professor of Greek in the university of Oxford, he would 
not have stood below Loeckh, or Hermann, or Miiller, or any 
of the Germans who are most distinguished for great learning. 

kat oUTWs ye eTUyXavev av evTVXas Siadvyov Tov Te TOADY 
OédpuBov Kat diadOopav tod Biov woArtiKot, and so he might 
have happily escaped the great bother and the corruption of 
political life. 

duvata A€yers* Gpws ovK av Tis TYyXavot SiaTrehevyos THV 
eipappevnyv, possibly ; however no man can escape his destiny. 

ENGLISH AFFINITIES 

Stand. Sit. Seat. Dowry. Philology. Mathematics. 
Empiric. Dynamics. Logic. Grammar.  Allopathy. 
Biology. 

LESSON XII 

CoMPOUND VERBS 

Verbs compounded with a preposition place the augment and 
reduplication between the preposition and the verb. Except 
wept and zpo all prepositions ending in a vowel have the 
vowel elided before the augment; zpo generally forms a 
crasis with the augment and becomes zpov. The v in ev and 
gvv, which had been assimilated in the present, is resumed 
before the augment. 

1 For the use of the particle dv here and below see Lesson XV 
infra. 
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The prepositions that most frequently oecur in compound 
verbs are— 

tepi, round about, as in English periphery. 
azo, off or away from, as in apogee. 
vrd, under, as in hypocrite. 
€v, i, as in energy. 
eis, into. 
atv, together, as in sympathy. 
7p0, before, as in prophet. 
tapd, alongside or away, as in parallel, parasite. 
avti, instead of, opposite to, as in antidote. 
peta, with or after, as in metaphysics. 

 mpos, toward, as in proselyte. 
ava, up or back, as in anatomy. 
Kata, down, as in catalepsy. 
eri, on or upon, as in epilogue. 

0 pidos pov 6 aAnOds Pidrikds wepreBare Tots pos pov 
THY xAaivav oKernv Ydbxous, my true friend threw his cloak 
round my shoulders as a protection against the cold. 

vrodynoov Ta trodnpaTda pov, put on my shoes. 
aréBaXdov Ta trodnpata Ta apxaika’ Koporepa TA KaLVO- 

tpora, I flung away the old-fashioned shoes ; those of the new 
fashion are more elegant. 

Xap €xw cot Tov ayaAparos, thanks to you for the pretty 

gift. 
onpepov petaBeBAnkev 6 odpavds eis TO xetpov, to-day the 

weather has changed for the worse. 
KATO piow TOUTO ev TH HpeTEepE maTpids o0 ovdev ExeL 

oTdcyLov 6 ovpaves, guite natural, at least in our country, 
where the weather vs never steady. 

xGes karéBnv eis TO yOpa, Kal eldov TO peya atpdordo.or, 
yesterday I went down to the pier and saw the big steam- 
boat. 

TOTEPOV NpETE WoL F ov ; did ut please you or not ? 
vrepeHavpard ye, I admired tt exceedingly. 

' dpa ovK eles ; did you not go on board é 
eioéBnv yap Kat tov vatKAnpov efdov Kat Tov vavParav 

Secvov tAHGos, I did, and saw the-captain and a great number 
of the crew. 
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ereita O€ KaTéBynv eis THY KotAnv Kal eOatpaca darreipa 
ciypata tidwv Kat Aapvaxwv Kat KicTov Kal Kodivey kal 
addAns tavrodarns KatacKkeuns, afterwards I went down into 
the hold, and saw with wonder countless piles of barrels, 
bowes and chests, baskets, and all sorts of stuff. 

eTELTO be aveBynv, Kat mporeBrcpa Tov Kvavovy ovpavor, 
kat xdpw etxov TH Oew, then I came up, and looked on the 
blue sky, and thanked God. 

teAevtaioy d€ cvvercEa TA TKEIN pov, Kal EGTHKA EVOTLOV 
cov ev dAoKAnpy Séppatt, lastly, I gathered up my chattels, 
and stand before you with a whole skin. 

ayaby TOXN” det evTUXENS * TOVTAXOV Tintes, TpdTov TOV 
atAovpwv, Tovs 7ddas exwv eumredous ev TE Sarédw, good luck be 
with you ; you are a lucky dog ; you always fall on your feet 
like the cats. | 

ov TuPAMTTHW* Kal ExagTa elwOa TpaTTELV TpocKdTols Tots 
6pOadpois, I am not blind, and am accustomed to do everything 
with forecasting eyes. 

copes od ye, & wise man you / 

ENGLISH AFFINITIES 

Philanthropy. Steady. Navy. Hollow. Chest. Theology. 
Epidermis. Physiology. Patriot. Atmosphere. Plethora, 
Podagra. 

LESSON XIII 

Moops: SUBJUNCTIVE AND Conprrron aL 

The subjunctive or conjunctive mood is the form which 
the verb takes when no independent assertion is made as a 
fact, but only as a sequence of an asserted fact or truth, and 
having only a secondary or conditional existence; as if I 
should say in English, Z give you this, that it may be in your 
power to do so and so, the secondary sentence preceded by that 
is altogether dependent on the precedent thing done, J give 
you this. In this example the substantival proposition is in 
the present indicative, and the subjunctive nature of the 
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dependent sentence is expressed by the auxiliary verb may ; 
but, if the leading clause is in the past tense, the dependent 
clause is expressed by mzght, which in fact is the past tense 
of may, as I gave you this that you might. In Greek this 
past conditional is, from a peculiar usage, commonly called 
the optative mood. In the present lesson we shall confine 
ourselves to the dependent tense subjoined to a present or a 
future. The form of the subjunctive is very simple, consisting 
as it does in the mere change of the terminational vowel or 
diphthong of the present into w and »— 

KoTT-w,  -ns, -y, I, thou, he 
KOTT-WPEV, -NTE, -wol, we, You, they 

and in the first and second aorist the same—xérro, exowa, 
KOWw, -S, -7- 

The subjunctive mood is often introduced by ea or 7y, 
iva, and drav, and when a negative particle belongs to it, 
it is wy, not ov. 

\ may stroke ; 

didwpi coe tabtnyv THY BiBAov iva katadapBavys dcov exri 
xaXrerov 76 rpaypa epi ob eypades, I give you this book that 
you may understand how drfficult the matter rs on which you 
were writing. 

edv py exrovyns Ta Siddypata, ov diddEw oe, if you don’t 
work out the lessons, I will not teach you. 

nv Tov SaktvAov Kowys exeivy TH Fela paxaipa, ov Tap Euol 
n aitia, if you cut your finger with that sharp knife, the blame 
us not with me. | 

exTEAETOV TO Epyov TO TPOKEiMEVOY, iva pH TE TAaPdToy avpLoV 
Td THS THMEpov Huepas vorepjpara, finish the work that lies 
before you, that the leavings of to-day may not disturb you 
to-morrow. ? 

ANaPov 75 oxdAevOpov kiver 7d Up, tva pa) rviyyn THY prdya 
TO Bdpos tov avOpdkwv, take the poker and stir the jire, that 
the weight of the coals may not choke the flame. 

edv pn pvddtry tiv prdya, Katoes Tas yxetpidas TOD 
ipatiov, if you do not take care of the flame, you will burn 
the sleeves of your coat. 

pepe 52) TOV" Opmpov ex Tod Onkiov, iva dxotw Ti A€yer wept 
Tov KkddXovs TOV yvvaiKkav, bring me Homer from the shelf, 
that I may hear what he says about the beauty of women. 
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idov, here it is. 
avayvwbt, read tt. 
Kady Kat peydAn kat ayAad épy «idvia, beautiful and tall, 

and skilful in tasteful works. | 
ev? ws ed A€yers. OVK Gpyat at yuvatkes at Tapa TH aod, 

excellent. The sunger’s ladves were no rdlers. 
puipnTpiac ye THS ev Tots wept Tov Biov cops TpocTatisos 

IIadAddos, they were imitators of their patron goddess Pallas, 
wise in all that relates to life. 

pibov To Kuvdpiov eis TO Vdwp, iva pavOdvy 7d vixer Oat, 
Jling the dog into the water, that he may learn to swim. 

iSot—vjxeTai—os evpabes 75 Opeupa, there-he goes—he 
swims—what a clever creature / 

Toinrov ov kata TavTd, do you the same. 
ovdapas PoPovpas pi) Barrtion pe TO Kiya, no; I fear the 

wave will overwhelm me. 
yerota Aeyers* ehadhpdtepov yap Td copa 76 avOpadrwwov Tod 

vdaTos, nonsense ; the human body is lighter than the water. 
ov KaTatovTiceg ce TO VOwp GAAG 6 PdPBos, zt zs not the water 

that will drown you, but fear. 
miBavov? dpws avréxopar THS Enpas, likely enough ; never- 

theless I hold by the dry land. 
copds ov ye, SeEwrepov de 7d (ov. yaipe, you are wise, but 

the animal is more clever. Adieu. 

ENGLISH AFFINITIES 

Anthracite. Barometer. Phlogiston. Caustic. Ferry. 
Mimetic. Pantomime. Hydropathy. Baptize. Anthro- 
pology. Dexterity. 

LESSON XIV 

THE OptatiIvE Moop 

The optative mood, or subjunctive in a historic sequence 
after a past tense, is distinguished by the domination of the 
diphthong ov, and runs thus— 
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Bovrciw, I advise. 
Bovrctoipt, PBovdActos, PovAetor, J, thou, he might 
BovActoipev, BovActoure, BovAcdouev, we, you, they § advise. 

And so in the second aorist, where there is one, as Ad Boum, 
Ad Bors, AdBor, etc., from AapBdve, might, could, would, or 
should get. 

In the first aorist the vowel a rules, and becomes au, as 
singular, BovAciocatu, Bovretoais or evas, BovAetoas or Eve ; 
plural, BovAcioaipev, BovrActocaite, BovAevoasev or evav. 

The most common uses of oe optative may be classified 
thus— 

(1) In narrating what some one said, without guarantee- 
ing the fact; as if I should say in English, he sazd that he 
were going to do so, instead of was; eg. eAcyev OTe avdpi 
vew Kat opodpe ov pdd.iov ein KoAd(ev Ta TAOn, he sard that it 
was not easy for a man young and vehement to control his 
PUSSLONs. 

(2) To express a purpose or consequence in past time, 
with os, ‘va, or drws, as erdver orabepds iva aPAov AdBor, he 
laboured steadily that he might gain a prize. ; 

(3) After «t, 7f, to express an indefinite future, generally 
with av in the dependent clause, as «l Tis aipeciv pou doin, 
orovedcouse a av Tept THV “BA Aqvuchy yAaooav parXov 7 rept 
thv “Iraduknv, of one gave me the choice, I should prefer to 
study Greek rather than Italian. 

(4) To express a wish (from which use the name optative 
came), as uy yévorto, may wt not happen—God forbid / 

6 diros pov cuveBotrAcvoe prow wHdav cis TO VOWP, STS 
Kuvos Oiknv pao TO vixer Oat eyo S€ OvK Es TOTOUTO Kw 
popias, my friend advised me to leap into the water that I 
maght learn to swim like a dog ; but I am not such a fool. 

ra) Aéyers” opodroye ba TEpTVOTEpOV pev ctvaut TO spxetoOas, 

Xpynowuwrepov S€ mote TO vnxerOar ev ye TH Vavayia, you 
say well; I must confess dancing vs more agreeable, but 
sunimming is sometimes more useful, especially in a shipwreck. 

TOV yvwpipwv TOV Euav TIS Eire OTL GoKOL TO VAXETOaL, iva 
Suadhedyou Tods Kivdvvouvs THs Oardoans, an acquaintance of 
mine told me that he is practising swimming to escape the 
dangers of the sea. 
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coos Exetvos, a wise man he. 
doris Tov copav » mpovo.a, forethought is the shield of 

the wise. 
aKotoas gdovTos TOU dXexTpvdvos evOds dméveioa TOV UaVvoV 

kat drépapov ws TaxuoeTa iva pa) boTEpoime TOV ayodvor, 
hearing the cock crow I forthwith shook off sleep, and ran 
at full speed that I might not be too late for the games. 

eyo O€ dvev THS XAaivns arédpapov tva pi) ToD Aaparpod 
Oedpatos acroxoim, and I ran off without my plaid, that I 
maught not mass so splendid a spectacle. 

exel O€ TL cides ; what did,you see there ? 
Oidakov peyav «idov bdpoydve oldotvvta dept, I saw a huge 

bag Full of hydrogen gas. 
kat avopa evtorbev depoParovvra, iva ye mporxavor adT@ 

ToAvs OxAos ws exitketopevp SnOev Tov avdpa Tov ev TH 
ceAnvyn, and a man inside, sacling through the air, that he 
might make a rabble of people stare at him, as one going to 
pay a visit to the man in the moon. 

& TAS popias, O what folly / 
powpos popov Oavpaer, fool admires fool. 
KataPaivovta avtov apodpotepos aidvidiws aprdaas avewos 

Taphveyke els TO KWOWVOTTATLOV TOD peyddov iepod TOV emt- 
CKOTIKOV, Kal 6 GAEeKTpYoV 6 EV TE GKpw SiEKevTNTE TH EV-— 
TécG.a, as he was coming down a strong blast suddenly seized 
him and drove him on to the steeple of the cathedral, and the 
cock on the top of the steeple mrerced his bowels. 

® Tov detAaiov, O the poor wretch / 
® TOV dpovos” Sixata erabev’ depoBarety det tas dpvtOas 

Tov alépa, ov Tods dvOpwrovus, O the fool / served him reght | / 
burds Uae to tread the avr, not men. 

ENGLISH AFFINITIES 

Mathematics. Homologate. Orchestra. Ode. Agony. 
Theatre. Acrobat. Ochlocracy. Sceptic. Ornithology. 
Fugitive. Hypnotism. Pathology. Ether. 

— 
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LESSON XV 

THE PARTICLE av 

Besides the use of a4v with the optative in reference to a 
future probability, noticed in the last lesson, it is joined in 
Greek with the past tenses, the imperfect or aorists, to 
express what might, could, would, or should have taken place. 
in past time if something else had happened, or had not 
happened, as erpagtas av 76 dixasov et erpagas TovTO, you would 
have done what is right tf you had done this. 

ey, eb éyvwv TO 400s cov, ovK av Ebwka wou TO apydbpiov, if 
I had known your character, I would not have gwen you the 
money. 

tiva 61) apaptiav nudaptynka,; how have I done wrong ? 
eordOnoas axpioTws TA ypHpata* Eel. yap eTUyXaVves VOY 

éxwv, ovK dv avidwoas dravTa els Téeppuw. e€itnrov, you 
squandered your money uselessly. If you had had sense, you 
would not have spent it all on a fleeting pleasure. 

ei eTUyXaves TOPs Ov, SuUTwTas av TL TOV OHpEpov Onaav- 
pov eis TIHV Xpeiav THS avprov, tf you had been wise, you would 
have saved some of to-day’s treasure for to-morrow’s need. 

pwpos av tv overporoAMv THY peAAovocav ydovniv, THs de 
trapovons dpaptav, I should have been a fool, dreaming of the 
future and missing the present pleasure. 

outws Aéyovta EA€yxovot ce of ptpynkes Kal at péedAiroas, 
when you speak thus the ants and the bees confute you. 

ei 6 Bpotoouos ervxe pay) viknoas ev TH dyn TOV Bavvor- 
Botpvor, ti dv cvveBy ; tf Bruce had not gained the victory at 
Bannockburn, what would have been the consequence ? 

erikpatncaca 4 AyyXia ndavicev av Tov ZKoTov azo 
Ts yns, dominant England would have caused the Scot to 
disappear from the face of the earth. 

kat Tovto Oeiov wavy av éyéveto evtdynpa, and this would 
have been a great prece of good luck. 

evious prev ovTws Soxet, evious de ov, some think so and some 
not. 

Ti dv cvveBn, «i 6 “AAcEavdpos 6 Trot Pirimmov ovK Eevixyoe 
eee ft 

Se 

gi OP fe 
4 + 2 yt : ry ae 7 NS 

Vai : Putt, Y a aaa Y 
~ . ae Rte . 

| { i V 7 ‘ 7 oe ) 
‘ “& Ff s ? 
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thv ev ApRyXos viknv ; what would have been the consequence 
uf Alexander, the son of Philip, had not gained the battle of 
Arbela ? 

SuereXer Gv 6 Ilépons Seomdfwv ths dvaroAjs, kat odK av 
EKIPVTTOV TO evayyeAtov ob awdaToAc “HAAnVCTi* eionyaye 
yap 0 Tov Dirimmrov vids tiv “HAAnvixijy madeiav eis 6AnV 
Thv avatoAnv, the Persian would have continued lording it 
over the East, and the Apostles would not have preached the 
gospel in Greek; for wt was the son of Philip that wmtro- 
duced Greek learning into all the East. 

Aaparadn popos Syrov TIS “HAAnvixys codias 6 peyas “AXEg- 
avOpos, kat mpodyyeAos Tov evaryyeAiov, Alexander the Great 
truly was the torch-bearer of Greek wisdom and the harbinger 
of the gospel. 

aAnbeorara. Acyers, very true. 
Kal TAUTE pev TEpt THS Gyav vanpeTiKns Tattns po OHKns 

eipnoOw.  xaipe, and now enough of Uns very serviceable 
particle av. Adieu! 

ENGLISH AFFINITIES 

Ethics. Terpsichore. Ephemeral. Treasure. Alexander. 
Despot. Anatolia. Evangel. Angel. Scheme. Geography. 
Apostle. Pedagogue. 

LESSON XVI 

THE PASSIVE VOICE 

expressing not what a man does to another person or 
thing by the putting forth of his active force, but what he 
suffers from the active force of another, has its characteristic 
form in Greek as follows— 

Present 

Indicative— 

meiO-opat, -n,  -eTat, I, thou, he rs 
-6peba, -erbe, -ovTat, we, you, they are 

\ persuaded. 
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Subjunctive, with the long vowel as in the active voice— 

TretO-wpat “1 Tat 
-opela  -nobe -WVTOL 

and optative with o.— 

- qevO-otpnv -010 -OlTO 
-oipeba, -our be -OLVTO 

Imperfect 

eretOounv éerreiGov ereiOero 
> /, > / > / 

ere Oopc0a. errei Der Oe exeiGovto 

Future 
/ 7 7 reio O-joropat -7o7 “TET OL 

-noopuela -noerbe -OOVTaL 

First Aorist 

ereio O-nv -nS “1 
“NEV = -NTE -noav 

Optative— 

singular, rew-einv -€ins -€in 
plural, ~€ TEV -€(TE -elev 

In the perfect as in the active voice the reduplication takes 
place, as— | 

TETELT LOL TETELT OL TETELT TOL 
Tereio pe0a, memrer Oe TETELT EVOL ELLY 

Certain verbs have a second aorist, as oréAAw, J send, not 
eotaAOnv but eoradAnv, J was sent ; and pure verbs have the 
characteristic contraction of the vowel into a diphthong, as 
dtAovpeOa for dpiAcdueOa; but these variations are best 
learned by practice. 

eotdAnoav ot dmdctoAo. KnpvEovTes TO evayyéAtov, Kat 
exnprgav Sewvds, the Apostles were sent to preach the gospel, and 
they preached it with power. 

6re of drdartoXot Exnpréav 7d evayyeAvov ev Tats “APjvats, 
oXriyou éreiaOnoav, when the Apostles preached the gospel in 
Athens, few were persuaded. 

E 
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e 

0 KaKOUpYos exeivos exnveyKé pot Biaiay rAnyiv TH BaxTypia 
Kat TO VOTOV por ETpavpaticOn xaXerds, that bad fellow struck 
me a heavy blow with his cudgel, and my back was severely 
wounded, 

€T0, de ti cvvEeBy ; then what happened ? 
TOV TogoTov TIS TOV prdraccovrev Thv Tod Hpracev: 

adbtov, kat edOds eveBAHOn cis Td Seopwripiov, one of the police- 
men who keep the peace of the city laid hold of him, and he was 
forthwith cast into prison. 

Sixara exabev, served him right. 
Kata pbaw TovTo* TavTes Oot Gvopot kat Biavot dixaiws eu- 

BrAnOjoovras eis TO SeapwtHpiov’ od yap avOpwrot ot TovovToL 
aAvAXrAa cvyyeveis TOV Tiypewv, quite natural ; all lawless and 
violent persons will naturally be cast into prison ; for such 
persons are not men, but related to tugers. 

olor TerAnypot, THEY y TAHYH ; woes me, I am struck / 
whence came the blow ? 

0 yvopiuos pov 6 ‘Twavins Kapepov mraiov ry Kopoynv ev 
Te medi exrn&e TAayiws THY Opaipay, rep TapeTpamn Eels THV 
epadhy gov, my acquaintance John Cameron, playing at golf 
on the links, struck his ball obliquely and it was driven against 
your head. 

otpot—puo.—oToroTorTol, O woe’s me, woe / 
® Tov tarairadpov, O poor fellow. 
Ti xpy mpagar ; what must we do? 
pepe eis TO voToKOpetov, Kat Kdderov TOV LaTpov" EXEL Yap 

kivdvvov TO mpaypa, take him to the infirmary and call the 
doctor ; it 1s a dangerous business. 

avtika para KAnOjoerat, instantly ; he shall be called, 

ENGLISH AFFINITIES 

Oligarchy. Plague. Toxicology. Phylacteries. Tiger, 
Sphere. Nosology. Call. Physic. 
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LESSON XVII 

THe MIDDLE VOICE 

The middle voice, or, as it might more significantly be 
called, the reflexive or the subjective voice, is a form of the 

_ verb where the action does not pass on from the agent to an 
outward object, but comes back on him, or in some loose way 
is looked on as done for his benefit, or affecting himself 
specially. Thus it is in the main identical with what in Latin 
grammar used to be called neuter verbs, only it is subject to 
not a few nice shades of personal reference, which leads to its 
apparent confusion with the active voice, and to various 
anomalous usages which can only be learned by practice. It 
is, of course, in strictness more nearly allied to the passive 
than to the active voice; for in both these voices, as dis- 
tinguished from the active, the force of the verb is either 
altogether spent on the agent, or is in some way passively 
or emotionally or intentionally connected with him. This 
intimate relationship leads to a similarity of form in the two 
voices, the present and imperfect middle being in fact identical 
with the same tenses in the passive voice, and the other tenses, 
in their characteristic changes, more allied to the passive than 
to the active. 

Future Indicative 

Aicopat Aton Adboerat 
AvoopeBa, Aioer Ge NicovTat 

First Aorist 

eAvord.pnv eAtvow eAtvoarTo 
eAvod eB eLicacGe  eXioavTo 

ov TOV TYXOVTMV KaTEAGBE pe Exe SidarKdAors THs Topias, 
Ta vov d€ duxaiws aitds codpifouat, I had the good luck to have 
no common teachers of wisdom, but now with good reason L 
profess wisdom for myself. 

edeEdpnv tHv BiBrAov nv od edéEw Tapa Tov aveiov, Kai 
avayvoropna: avriyv racy orovdy, I received the book which 
you got from your cousin, and I will read wt carefully. 
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—obTos 6 veavias Tpéxer SewOs* BAdiWerat, this young man 
runs furiously ; he will hurt himself. 

ov doPovpar, I am not afraid. 
dopaAdns eoti tots tociv, he is a steady-footed fellow. 
otros 6 veavias TaXdaurdpws KumTd(er eis Tas BiBAovs: 

Tpipetat treptpypov ev TH avayvace, this young man 
stoops miserably down into his books; he will wear himself 
away, stuffing himself with reading. 

py xarerauve* Babpndov dic pd eu wove. TO, pukporara 
oTeppara, dp§dpeve. amd Tov ypivod Xpovov, TPO THs orm@pas 
yevnoerar puta peyddra, do not repine. All things grow ripe 
by degrees. The smallest seeds beginning with the spring by 
harvest time will become large plants. 

ovtoot mAnperw avdyerat Tots iorious, Hpeis S¢ ody 7TT- 
copeba, this fellow sails out with full sails, but we shall not 
fall behind. 

onpepov Naparpo Xpopeba T® ovpave, to-day we have fine 
weather. 

avpiov dé toes 6 Oeds, but it will rain to-morrow. 
@, TaAas eyw:* oddev dSuayiyvera pévov ev TH OVpavH TH 

Kata Tv KaAnéoviav, alas, alas/ there is no continuity or 
permanence of weather m Scotland. 
adn Fi deyers* povov 70 tov KaAdndoviwv /9os cepvoverat 

ert TO dyoy orabepy Kab dpeTtaPor Kpatepov TO KaAn- 
Séviov HOos as 6 ypavitsd.Oos, 6 ev “APepdovia, true; only 
the character of the Scots boasts of steadiness and permanence. 
The Scottish character is strong as the Aberdeen granite. 

Xap otda TH eo? adros drdafovedopar THaSE THs Eripovov 
Kpacews 08 omaviws petadrAauPdaverOar, thank God/ myself 
boast that I have a fair share of this persistent temperament. 

Sixaiws yer eyyvara Tiv KaTopOwow 7 Eripovy. €ppwco, 
and with good reason ; perseverance is the pledge of success. 
Farewell. 

ENGLISH AFFINITIES 

Didactic. Sophist.. Study. New. Early. Vernal. 
Chronology. Grace. Hypertrophy. Idiosyncrasy. Ortho- 
graphy. Acme. Phytology. 
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LESSON XVIII 

PARTICIPLES 

The Greek participle has a large range of idiomatic and 
significant usages, which can only be learned by reading. 
For a start, however, it may be enough to say that the 
participle follows the leading verb of the sentence in many 
cases where both Latin and English use the infinitive, and 
that when joined with the definite article the. participle 
performs the function of a relative clause in a less formal 
style; as if in English, instead of the man who used such 
language 1s not a gentleman, we should say the man the 
having used, which no doubt sounds very clumsy, because we 
require an auxiliary verb to express the past participle, but 
in Greek 0 ravra Aé€fas is manifestly neater and more 
succinct than os tavra €Ae€e, 

ovK dvéxopar otTw SiaBadrdrAdpevos, I cannot stand to be 
slandered in this way. 

oped * apéde: ola 70 avOpwirdptov- Xaiper Get Brao- 

pynpov KaTa TOV Kpeuro ovo, never mind; never mand; I 
know the creature ; it is his delight always to be speaking all 
of men better than himself. 

Tota Tis HV 7) Brac pypia ; what was he slandering about ? 
erbyxavov eyo eT ALV@V Twa TOV dvvator, d.vopa. wove Lov 

Kat evppova Kal rdppova. ev Maykerrpiy’ 6 dé evOds mpgaro 
dia BarXAwv ohooxepiis drarav THY TE dpwrToKpariay Kab 
mtAovtokpatiav tiv ev TH woAe, I happened to be praising a 
gentleman of the influential classes t in Manchester, rich and good 
and sensible, and forthwith he began to denounce in a sweeping 
style all the ‘ plutocracy and the arestocracy of the country. 

paiveras _81a,BoXos OV, Kat ws aAnOOs ovyyevyns TOV Kaxo- 
Saipovos, TU AvaPoXov, he appears to be a calummator, and a 
cousin-german of the evil Spirit, the Devil. 

Kat duetéAer ernped(wv, ws €u“ov mapacirov dvTos Kal aKoA- 
ovBov THs PdeAvKTIHS TOV 6ALyapxeV aipérews* pds SE TOdTOLS 
Ta ToLavTa AoWopHuara éeroinae TUTWOHVaL Ev Tails ednuepior, 
and he went on to use insolent language, saying (or implying) 
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that I was a parasite and a flunkey of the detestable faction of 
the oligarchs ; and in addition to all this he got this sulting 
language printed in the newspapers. | 

Tovs TowovTovs avOpumous Expnv parti€ar’ duws, TO Tpd- 
tepov AcxOev, dueAc. Sydrds eats vikjoas THV Opy?v 6 A€ywv 
aperet, such rll-tongued rascals should have been flogged ; but, 
as I said before, never mind. It is plain that the man who 
says apeder has conquered his passion. 

Suvard. Aeyeus* pws civoiwa euavTo thy TOV KvarKepwv 
amaevav odk erayyeAXOpevos, possibly ; but I am conscious 
that I do not profess the apathy of @ the Quaker. 

Gpéher: dred Tpis viknpopos 6 vikhoas T7)V opyiy. Bpa- 
xia pavia 1 opyy, never mind}; never mind ; he is three 
times conqueror who has conquered his passion. Anger ws a 
brief madness. 

ENGLISH AFFINITIES 

Devil. Blasphemy. Dynamics. Dynasty. Plutocracy. 
Aristocracy. Cacodemon. Parasite. Heresy. Oligarchy. 
Type. Ephemeral. Apathy. Maniac. 



APPENDIX I 

ELEMENTARY Hints on ETYMOLOGY 

(1) In borrowed words, especially when the borrowing 
language, as English, does not deal largely in sounding 
terminations, it is a common practice to let the termination 
drop, either altogether or partly, and leave only the simple 
root, as from Aaprdda, lamp; from Snpoxparia, democracy ; 
from Kakodwvia, cacophony, and other such feminines, as 
theology, philology, where the a is dropped, and the accent 
transferred to the antepenultimate after the favourite English 
fashion, while the German, more faithful to the Greek, pre- 
serves the accented +, and marks the presence of the a by an 
e, as in Theologié, Philologié. 

(2) As the Greek element in the English language often 
comes to us not directly from the Greek, but indirectly 
through the Latin of the Middle Ages, it sometimes happens 
that we find a pure Greek word with a Latin termination 
attached to it naturalised in English, as in cathédral, from 
kafédpa, and in ephemeral, from éfjyepos. In this example 
the termination a/, so common in Latin, takes the place of 
the Greek os, with the same adjectival force; but in not a 
few cases, as optical, ethical, clinical, political, the al is an 
unmeaning superfluity, as the adjectival character of the word ~ 
is already fixed by the Greek termination Kos, as in KAwviKds 
from xAivyn. In verbs the termination ate is pure Latin, but 
appears sometimes barbarously appended to a pure Greek 
verb, as homologate, from opodoye. 

(3) It is a general rule in etymology that cognate letters, 
that is, letters pronounced by the same organs, or a similar 
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modification of the vocal organs, easily pass into one another ; 
thus o and 7+ being both dental, 7 a pure dental, and o a 
sibilant dental, and 6 being only the blunt form of 7, these 
three letters pass into one another, as in Attic zpdrrw for 
mpdco0w, and podov, English rose. So in German das for 
English that. In like manner, A and p being both liquids, 
Aeiprov becomes lily, and the Latin Zibur becomes the Italian 
Tivoli, by the interchange of the Jabials and of the liquids. 

(4) The termination s in the names of many of the sciences, 
as optics, acoustics, mechanics, is simply the sign of the plural 
in English, put for & the neuter plural in Greek, as in 7a 
twoditikd, things belonging to the state; Ta omtixa, things 
belonging to vision, which, however, the Greeks often express 
by 7) 677vK7 in the nominative singular feminine, with reyvn, 
art, or Jewpia, theory, understood. 

(5) The termination zse or zze, so common in English, 
generally though not always with an active signification, as in 
advertise, solemnise, is the ifw of Greek, as in codifw, I make 
wise, With codifoyar, in the middle voice, Z profess myself 
wise. The word codior7s from this verb, in English sophest, 
is the person who makes this profession, as in baptzst, theorvst, 
atheist, and other pure Greek words for an agent, with only 
the loss of the termination 7s; sometimes in a hybrid way 
est 18 added to a Latin root, as in dezst, etymologically but 
not colloquially identical with thezst. 

(6) Sometimes not only is the terminational syllable cut 
off, but the initial also, either wholly or in part ; so ezicxoros, 
with the change of z into the kindred labial 6, becomes 
bishop. | 

(7) When two consonants of different kinship come 
together, one of them, specially that not belonging to the root, 
disappears, as from Adrtw, lap; from tirtw, Tiros, type. 

(8) The aspirate h, in Greek speritus asper, has a close 
affinity with the sibilant s; so for «€ we have in Latin sez, 
in English six; ds for sow; €dos, sedes, seat. 

(9) When a word in Latin or Greek commences with a p, 
by aspiration. it becomes f in English and the Teutonic 
languages ; thus for wtp we have fire, for rod- foot, for rarHp, 
Father, ete. 

(10) The English w is closely connected with the vowels, 

la te i 
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as appears from water and ooater; hence it disappears in 
Greek altogether, or is represented by a breathing, as in ofvos, 
wine; vowp, water ; veTds, wet. 

(11) In some adjectives the Latin an, like al, is super- 
fluously appended to the Greek termination in kds, as 
rhetorician, from pytoptkés. 

(12) The Greek x, as in kiwy, and cornu in Latin, appears 
in the Teutonic languages as h, so hound, horn; xoAdvy, 
collis, hill. 

(13) The letter m at the end of an English word curtailed 
from Greek signifies the thing done, the product of the verb, 
as Toinua, poem, the thing made, a poem, from zorew, J make ; 
so baptism from Pomrite, and chrism from ypio, 7 anoint, 
and other zsms. 

(14) Finally, as at least two-thirds of the technical words 
used in our scientific nomenclature, and not a few even 
outside of the range, are of Greek extraction, the student 
would act wisely if at starting he were to make a list of all 
such terms in familiar use, with their Greek form and Greek 
analysis in an opposite column ; as— 

theology Geodoyia 
(eds, God ; Adyos, discourse) 

He will thus find that he knows already some two or three 
hundred Greek words in a slightly disguised English form. 

APPENDIX II 

- VOCABULARIES | 

In accordance with the principle set forth in the preface, 
these vocabularies, containing the names of the most familiar 
objects, are to be taken with him as a vade mecum wherever 
the student goes. He must in no wise be content with the 
lazy habit of recognising a word only in a passive recipient 
style when he meets with it in a book, but he must stamp 
it directly on every object that comes in his way, and repeat 
it frequently without the intervention of the mother tongue, 
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till he uses it as familiarly as a workman handles his tools. 
The language will thus become his familiar friend, not, as in 
the mere bookish method, an occasional visitor. Of course, 
such a catalogue of words is not intended to be exhaustive ; 
but the learner, after training himself to the habit of thinking ~ 
and speaking in the foreign idiom, may supply the deficiency 
by consulting any good English-Greek dictionary, such as 
Arnold and Browne’s, London 1856, and for modern Greek, 
where that may be necessary, Lascarides’s English-Greek 
dictionary, London 1882. From these sources also, and from 
his own reading, which must in no wise be neglected, he will 
be able to pick out appropriate verbs with which he may put 
the Hellenised objects around him, so to speak, into motion, 
and hold a conversation with a fellow-student trained to the 
colloquial method, or with himself, solus cum solo, if he can 
find no partner in his colloquial exercise. 

I. MAN AND HIS BELONGINGS 

(1) THE Bopy 

- Appetite, dpeéis, -ews, 7. . 
Arm, Bpaxlwyv, -ovos, 6. 

Bandy-legged, Bratods, -4, -dv. 
Blind, tu@Xés, -7, -dv. 
“Bosom, o7700s, -eos, 7d. 
Bowels, ra évrepa. 
Boy, mats, macdds, 0. 
Bread, dpros, 6. 
Breakfast, dpucrov, 76. 
Breast, orépvov, 76. 
Breath, wvedua, -aros, 76. 
Butter, Bovripov,’76. 
Button up, to, KouBotuca. 

Cake, réupa, -aros, 76. 
Choke, trans., mviyw, -Ew. 
Cough, Bye, -xdbs, 6 or 7. 
Creep, to, éprvgw. 

Dessert, tpaynuara, Td. 
Digested, easily, evxarépyacros, -ov. 
Digestion, xarepyacta, 7. 

Dinner, detrvov, 76. 
Disease, vdcos, %. 
Drink, réua, -aros, 76, 
Drink, to, ivy. 
Dyspepsia, dvoreypia, %. 

Ear, ots, wrés, 7d. 
Eat, to, éo0iw. 
Elbow, dyxwyr, -dvos, 0. 
Erect, dp0ds, -7, -dv. 
Excrement, Ta mepicowmara. 
Hye, 6@0aruds, -ov, 0. 

Face, rpéowrov, 76. 
Fat, maxvs, -eta, -v. 
Fever, xuperés, 0. 
Food, Bpama, -aros, 76. 
Foot, wows, modds, 0. 
Forehead, wérwrov, 76. 

Gout, mroddypa, 7. 
Gums, odAa, Td. 

Hair, Oplé, rprxds, 7. 
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Head, xepadn, u) 
Health, dylea, 7. 
Heel, wrepva, -1S8, 7) 

to kick with the cel Naxrifw. 
Hungry, to be, rewdw. 
Hungry, to be very, Nuwrrw. 

Inflammation, pr\éyua, -arTos, 76. 

Jaw, yvddos, 7. 

Knee, yévv, -aros, 7d. 

Lament, to, wev0éw. 
Laugh, to, yeAdw. 
Leg, oxéXos, -eos, Td. 
Limp, to, xwrevw. 
Lip, xe?Aos, -eos, 76. 
Lungs, tvevpwr, -ovos, 0. 

Meagre, icyvds, -74, -dv. 
Mouth, oréua, -aros, 76. 
Muscle, pis, uvds, 6 

Nail, dvvé, -vxos, 6. 
Neck, tpdxnXos, 0. 
Nose, pis, -ivdés, 7. 

to turn up the nose, uwuxrnplgw. 
to blow the nose, droptcco- 

pa, 

Pain, 6dvvn, -ns, 7. 
Palsy, rapddvots, -ews, 7. 
Paunchy, ¢vcxwy, -wvos, or ydo- 

TPWV, -wVos, Oo 
Pleasure, 750v7, -fjs, 7). 

Porridge, wéXros, -ov, 6. 
Pudding, guvorh, -7s, 7 

Rheumatism, pevywatiouds, -ob, 6 
Run, to, tpéxw. 

Scab, or itch, dpa, -as, 7. 
Scratch, to, xv70w. 
Shoulder, Gos, -ov, 6. 
Sinew, vetpov, 76. 
Skin, dépua, -aros, 76. 
Snore, to, péyxw. 
Spittle, wrvcua, -aros, 76. 
Stomach, yaoryp, -rpbs, 7 
Stoop, to, cirrw. 
Sugar, cdxxapov, 76. 
Supine, trios, -a, -ov. 
Swallow, to, caraBpoxbifw. 
Sweetmeats, vwryaka, Td. 

Tall, waxpds, -d, -dv. 
Thigh, pnpds, -ov, 0. 
Thin, Aemrrés,.-7, -dv. 
Throat, Aawuds, -od, 6. 
Thumb, avrixerp, -expos, 0. 
Toe, ddxrvdos, -ov, 0. 
Tooth, ddovs, -dvTos, 6 

Vinegar, d£0s, -eos, 76. 
Vomit, to, éuéw. 

Walk, to, mepuraré. 
Wash, to, vitw, fut. vivo. 
Water, tdwp, -aros, 76. 
Windpipe, Adpuys - -vyyos, 0 
Wine, olvos, 0 

(2) DREss 

Belt, ¢wornp, -fpos, 6. 
Bonnet, mididcov, -ov, 76. 
Boots, xd0opvos, -ov, 6. 
Bracelet, WéANov, 76. 
Breeches, dvaéupides, -wyv, ai. 
Buckle, zepévn, -ns, 7. 

Clothes, éc6%s, -fros, 7. 
Coat, iudriov, 7d. 
Cosmetic, ddpuaxor, 76. 

Curl, Béorpuxos, 0. 

Dress, oxev7}, -7s, 7 
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7). 
Dress, to, évdtoua, dugiBdddrouar. 

Garter, mepicxeNls, -l50s, . 
Glove, xeupls, -idos, 7) 
Gown, a lady’s, tein 0. 
Greatcoat, meptbhauor, -ou, Td. 
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Hat, wéragos, -ov, 6. 

Necklace, epidépacov, 74. 

Plaid, xAapts, -vdos, 7. 

Shirt, xcrwv, -Gvos, 6, 
Shoe, trddnua, -aros, 74. 

(3) CHARACTER 

Bashful, to be, dvewmodmat. 
Benevolence, ¢iAoppocvvn, 7. 
Braggadocio, ddafwyr, -dvos, 6. 
Brave, dvdpetos, -a, -ov. 

Careless, padTu0s, -ov. 
Cautious, evraPrs, -és. 
Clever, evuadrs, -és. 
Cowardly, ders, -7), -dv. 
Cunning, zrouxlNos, -7, -ov. 

Dandy, xad\d\wmiorHs, -o0, 6. 
Diligent, diAdzovos, -ov, 

Foolish, 7#AlOcos, -a, -ov. 

Gambler, xuBeurjs, -o8, 6. 
Gentle, mpdos, -e7a, -ov. 

Handsome, evecdyjs, -és. 
Haughty, to be, BpevOvoua. 
High-minded, peyarddpwr, -ovos. 

Lazy, vwOpéds, -d, -dv. 

Shoe-tie, iuds, -dvros, 6. 
Slippers, Brautiov, 76. 
Stick, Baxrnpla, 7. 

Umbrella, oxiddevov, TO. 
Undress, to, dmrodvouat, 

Veil, xadvrrpa, 7. 

AND CONDUCT 

Learned, zroduuabys, -és. 

Parsimonious, dedwrds, -7, -dv. 
Prig, kouwormperys, 6. 
Prudent, ppdvipuos, -7, -ov. 

Rash, mpomer7s, -és. 
Religious, evceBrs, -és. 
Rude, dypoixés, -7, -dv. 

Sensible, vovveyzs, -és. 
Shameless, dvacdjs, '-és, 
Snort, to, Bpiwdouac. 
Squander, to, cra0dw. 
Superstitious, dedaluwy, -ov. 
Swindler, Pévak, -axos, 6. 

Thrifty, gevdwr6ds, -7, -dv. 

Ugly, aicxpés, -d, -dv. 

Vain, xevddokos, -ov. 

Well-mannered, xéopuos, -a, -ov. 
Worship, to, mpooxuvéw. 

IJ]. THE HOUSE AND ITS BELONGINGS 

Basket, xddados, -ov, 6. 
Bath, Aouvrpwy, -Gvos, 6, or Bada- 

veiov, TO. 
Bed, xoirn, #, or kpdBaros, 6. 
Bed-clothes, crpwpuara, rd. 
Bedroom, ko:rwv, -Gvos, 6, 
Bell, xwdwv, -wyvos, 5. 
Bellows, pica, -ns, 7. 
Book, BiBXos, -ouv, 7. 
Bottle, doxos, 6. 

Box, Adpvak, -axos, 7. 
Bread, loaf of, dpros, 6. 
Bread, roll of, dprldiov, 7d, 
Bust, mporou}, 7. 

Cage, krwBds, 6. 
Candlestick, Avxvia, 7. 
Carpet, rdzns, -TOoS, 6. 
Cellar, \dxkos, 6. 
Chair, @dpa, %. 
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Chest, xlorn, 7. 
Chimney, Kamvoddkn, 7 7 
Cistern, defapevy}, 7 
Clock, wporbytov, = 
Closet, dlaira, 7. 
Cook, ‘ndryerpos, 0. 
Court- yard, avy, 7 
Cover, or lid, seltuia, -aTos, Td. 
Cradle, Xticion, 76, 
Cup, Kime, -LKOS, 1). 
Curtain, rapamréracua, -aTos, 76. 

Dining- -room, Serv nrhpiov , Tb. 
Door, Opa, N. 

Ewer, mpéxoos, 7. 

Fire, wip, 76. 
Flask, AjKvGos, 7. 
Floor,’ ddmedov, 76, 
Foot-stool, d7roméd.ov, 76. 
Foundation, deuédov, 7d. 

Garret, irepgov, 6. 

Hearth, éoxydpa, 7. 

Ink, pwédXav, -dvos, 76. 
Inkstand, wedavodoxetov, 75 3 KaXa- 

pdpov, 7d. 

Jar, 1iOos, 6 

Kettle, AéBns, -nros, 6 
Kitchen, maryerpetov, 76. 

Lamp, Aaumrds, -ddos, 77. 
Lavatory, dmrorarjpiov, 76, 
Library, BiBd.08jKn, 7 
Lobby, mpdédopos, 6. 
Lumber-room, ypurodéxn, 7 

Maid-servant, Oepdmraiwa, 7. 
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Master of the house, decrdrns, 
-0U, 0. 

Mirror, xdromrpov, 76. 
Mistress, déo7rova, 7. 

Nurse, rpodés, 6, 7. 

Pail, yavAds, 6 
Pane, mrAdé, -axds, 7. 
Paper, xdprns, -ou, 6.. 
Parlour, doragrtikéy, 76. 
Pen, kdAapos, 6 
Pencil, ypadls, -idos, 7. 
Picture, mivaé, -axos, 6. 
Pillow, troxepdd\aov, 76. 
Poker, oxddevOpov, 76. 
Porch, orod, -as, 7%. 
Portrait, efxkdv, -dvos, 7. 
Pot, an earthen, xvrpa, 7. 

Roof, dpogy, 7 
Room, olkynua, -aTos, 7d. 

Screen, oxémrn, 7) 
Servant, olxérys, -ov, 6. 
Shake-down, o7iBds, -ddos, 7. 
Shelf, @nxiov, 7d. 
Shovel, Alorpov, 76. 
Sofa, krlvn, 7 
Stairs, kAtuak, -aKos, 7. 
Statue, dyadua, -aros, 7d. 
Storeroom, tametov, 7d. 
Story, oréyn, 7) 
Study, a, ppovricrhprov, 76. 

Table, rpdzega, 7. 
Tongs, mupdypa, 7. 
Towel, xepduaxrpov, 76. 

Vessel, dyyetov, 76. 

Wardrobe, iumarcopvAdkcor, 76. 
Wash-hand basin, xépviBov, ré. 
Window, @upis, -ldos, 7. 
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III. THE TOWN AND ITS BELONGINGS 

Abbey, xowdBror, 76. 
Advocate, suv7jyyopos, 6 
Alderman, cvvedpos, 6. 
Alley, see Lane. 

Baker, dpromrotds, 6. 
Bank, tpdega, 7. 
Barracks, orparémredov, 76, or oxnv7, 

h. 
Bazaar, mravromrd)uov, 76, 
Beadle, see Verger. 
Bell, cddwv, -wvos, 6, 
Bishop, émlcxomos, 6. 
Bookseller, BiBdAcorwdys, -ov, o, 
Bookseller’s shop, u8dvoTwdelor, 

TO. 
Brick, rAw@lov, 76. 
Bridge, yégvpa, 7. 
Butcher, xpeoupyés, 0 

Canal, édxerés, 6. 
Carpenter, EvAoupyés, 6. 
Castle, dxpémoNs, -ews, 7, Or ppov- 

ptov, 76. 
Catheirel, Kabédpa, 7. 
Chapel, anxés, 0. 
Church, éxxAnola, 7. 
Churchyard, zroAvdvdpiov, Td, 
Clergyman, xAnptxés, 0. 
Concert, EuvavAla, 7. 
Confectioner, rXaxovvTorrotds, 6. 
Council, BovA%, 7 
Councillor, BovAeuvris, -ot, 6. 
Court-house, dicacrhprov, 76. 

Deacon, didKovos, 6. 
Dispensary, papyaxetoy, 76. 
Draper, 6ov.oTmwAns, -ov, 0. 

Elder, rpecBurepos, 6. 

Grocer, dpwuarorwrys, -ov, 6 
Groom, laoxépos, 6. 

Horse, tzzos, 0, 

Hotel, ravdoxelor, 76. 
House, oikos, 6. 

Infirmary, vocoxopuetoyv, 76. 

Judge, xpirjs, -00, 6, or Sixaomddos, 
é. 

Lamp, Aapmrds, -ddos, 7. 
Lane, or close, \avpa, 77 
Laundry, Avvés, 0 

Market-place, ayopd, 7. 
Mason, AcOoddpos, 6. 
on Todtavduos, 6, OY Snwapxos, 

Monuwent. pnctor, TO, 

Night-watch, vuxroptvaék, -axos, 6 

Palace, dvdxropov, 76. 
Park, rapddewwos, o. 
Pastry-cook, weuparoupyéds, 6 
Pillar, oriddos, 6, 
Policeman, zreplzroXos, 0, or TokdT ys 

-ou, 0. 
Poor-house, rrwxodoxetov, 76. 
Post-office, raxvdpopetov, 76, 
Preacher, iepoxyjpvé, -uKos, 6. 
Prison, decuwrnpiov, 76. 
Provost, mpvravis, -ews, 6 

Railway, ovdnpddpomos, 6 
Revenue, mpicodo., ai. 

Scavenger, xomrpoAddbyos, 6 
School, d:dackaretov, 76, 
Shoemaker, s7odnuaroroids, 6, 
Shop, xamn\etov, 76. 
Station, oraduds, 6, 
Statue, dvdpids, -dvros, 6. 
Steeple, cwdwvocrdovov, 76. 
Store, adro07xKn, 7 
Street, 606s, 7. 
Suburbs, mrpoacretov, 76, 
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Tailor, iuarvoupyés, 6, 
Taxes, TéXn, TA. 
Town-clerk, ypaumareds, -éws, 0. 
Town-hall, dpxetov, 76, or mpuTa- 

vetov, TO. 
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University, mavemicrjpov, 76, 

Verger, paBdodxos, 6. 
. 

Waiter, drnpérns, -ov, 6. 

IV. THE COUNTRY AND ITS BELONGINGS 

Adder, @x.dva, 7. 
Apple, pijrov, -ov, 76, 
Ass, dvos, 6 and %. 

Barn, otroBdodwv, -Gvos, 0. 
Bay, «éA7ros, 0. 
Bay tree, dagvn, 7. 
Bean, ktapos, 60. 
Beech, ¢7yés, 7. 
Beetle, xav@apos, 6. 
Berry, Kéxkos, -ov, 0. 
Birch, onuvda, 7. 
Bird, dpvis, -t0os, 6 and %. 
Blossom, dv@n, -ns, 7. 
Branch, xAddos, 0. 
Brier, paxds, -o0, 7. 
Brook, piaé, axos, 0. 
Bull, tadpos, 6. 

Cabbage, xpduBy, %. 
Calf, udcxos, 6. 
Clay, Képapos, 6, 
Clod, B&Xos, 7. 
Clover, tpipvAdor, 74, 
Cock, or hen, ddexrpuwy, -dvos, 6 

or 7. 
Colt, m@Xos, 6. 
Cottage, ckadvBn, -ns, 7. 
Cow, Bois, Bods, 7. 
Cow-house, Bovorabuov, 76. 

Dike, yma, -aros, 76. 
Ditch, rddpos, 7. 
Dog, k’wy, -vds, 6 and %. 
Dove-cot, mepurrepewyv, -Gvos, 6, 
Drain, éxerds, 6. 
Duck, v7rra, -ns, 7%. 
Dung, xémpos, -ov, 7. 
Dunghill, xorpav, -dvos, d, 

Farmer, yewpyéds, 6. 
Fence, gpaypdss, 6. 
Fern, mrepls, -(5os, 7, or moA\umdd.or, 

76, 
Ferry, rop0uetov, 76, 
Field, dypés, 6. 
Fir, mitvs, -vos, 7. 
Flower, d&v@os, -eos, 76. 
Foam, a¢pds, 6. 
Fountain, 77%, 7. 
Fox, dd\wrrné, -exos, 7. 
Frog, Barpaxos, 6, 

2 

Furrow, dypos, 0. 

Garden, kfjros, 6. 
Goat, Tpdvyos, 0. 
Goose, x7v, -ds, 0. 
Gooseberry, ayprocraguAn, 7. 
Grape, Bdrpus, -vos, 0. 

dried, cradis, -idos, 7. 
Grass, 7a, 7. 
Grove, d&\cos, -€os, Td, 

Harvest, Qepiopuds, 6. 
Hawk, iépaé, -axos, 6. 
Heath, épelxn, 7. 
Hedgehog, éxivos, 6, 
Hill, Adqos, 6. 
Horse, i7r7ros, 6. 
Hunter, xuv7yds, 6. 

Ivy, Ktoods, 0, 

Lake, Alurn, #. 
Lamb, duvés, 6, 
Lane, Aavpa, %. 
Laurel, ddgvy, 7. 
Leaf, @vAXor, 7d. 
Lily, xptvov, 76. 

white, Aelprov, 76, 
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Marsh, révayos, 76. Root, piga, #.. 
Meadow, Aeuwv, -dvos, 6. Rose, pddov, 76. 
Mine, péradndor, 76. 7 Rush, cxoivos, 6. 
Mole, omdhak, -aKos, 7). : 
Mountain, dpos, 76, Sand, Pdupos, #. 

eh pics 6. Settler, xAnpodxos, 6. 
DIO; WHEOP OS). Te Sheep, rpd8arov, 76. 

P Shrub, Oduvos, 6 
Nursery, purdpuioy, 76, Slope, «tua, ros, 76. 

” , Spade, cxardyvn, 7 
Oak, dpis, dpuds, 1. Stable, imma, ~Ov0s, 6 Ox, Bois, Bods, 6, 7. Straw, kddapos, 6. 

Pea, mricos, 6 Strawberry, xauoxépacoy, 76. 

Peacock, rawv, -Gvos, 6, or Ta@s, Tad. 

Pear, dyxv7n, 7) 
Pen, or fold, onxés, 6. 
Pig, is, tds, 6 and 7. 
Pigeon, mepiorepd, 7. 
Pig-sty, cvgeds, 6 
Plough, &porpor, 76. 
Potato, yndpnror, 76. 
Precipice, xpnuréds, 6 

Thicket, devdpav, -Bvos, 6. 
Thorn, dkavda, 7. 
Toad, ppvvn, 7. 
Torrent, xeudppous, 6, or xapddpa 

Ne 
Tree, dévdpov, 76. 
Trout, xpioréapor, 76, 

Valley, &yxos, -eos, 76. 

Rabbit, cvévixdos, 6. Village, xwun, -ns, %. 

Rake, dun, 
Ravine, pdpayé, -yos, 7. Wag-tail, rpoxinos, 6. 
River, zorapés, 6. Well, dpéap, -aros, 76. 
Rock, wérpa, 7. Worm, oxwdné, -nKos, 6 

Printed by R. & R. CLARK, Edinburgh . 
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